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COLLAIIORATIVE RESEARCH*

Reatrice A. Ward

William J. Tikunoff

Introduction

In August 1975, we proposed that persons conducting
research oc

teaching might profit from
utilizing other research and development

(r and 4) strategies in
addition to the linear strategy which was

Predominant at that time. The !psis for this recommenation built

from demonstrated inadequacies
of the characteristics and outcomes

of the linear strategy.

Within linear r and d, improvement of education, particularly
im-

provement of educational
activities and processes that occur In class-

room, is perceived as a "goods"-oriented process. Research generally

is conducted, by perscns
knowledgeable about, but usually not involved

in, the conduct of classroom
instruction--as Corey (1953) indicated,

by *professional
students of education not by

practitioners" (p. 3).

Products applyinfrfiTi-Fesearch
likewise are developed largely

by per-

sons other than practitioners. These products then are disseminated 7

to the practitioners,
und eventually are assimed to be adopted by them

and applied to improverent of schooling pregrams.

Such an apprcoch was advocated
during the period of educational

reform in the 1960's (for
example, see Clark and Cuba, 1967) and by

1975 had become the primary mode for conducting a considerable portion

if educational r and d.
Mowever, after scow ten years and the expend-

iture of millions of dollars on r
and d efforts, it was apparent par-

ent that the linear r and d strategy had not been as successful as

hoped. In a 1,16 paper, we pointed out several strengths and weaknes-

sess of the strategy. Using a linear approach, research on teaching

had identified several rays in which teaching could be improved and had

indicated that those apsects of teaching that were related to student

performance most often included
combinationsI sequences, or chains of

teaching skills and/or tlacher
student interactions rather than single

teaching skills or competencies.
Out teacher training and Oassronm-

based teaching seldom took this informationlinto account. .Likewise,

*Invited paper, The Implications of Researcil on Teaching for Prac-

tice Conference, February 25-27,
1982, spdnsored by the Motional

Institute of Education, U.S.
Department of Education. The opin-

ions expressed in this piper do not necessarily reflect the posi-

tion or policy of the Institute and no official endorsement should

be inferred.
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large numbers of teacher training products applying research findings

had been developed, but these products
were being used only by a few-

local education agencies and institutions of higher education. Fur-

ther, since it had taken eight to ten years from the time of the orig-

inal research to develop, test, and disseminate these products, those

research findings that did find their way int* classrooms frequently

were out-of-date and/or irrelevant to the improvement of educational

opoortunites for teachers and students given the societal conditions

and educational expectations of the current decade.

Guba and Clark (1974), looking
at educational r and d from an his-

torical perspective, also criticized the linear approach which they

had earlier advocated (see Clark and Guba, 1;'67). Moving from the use

of linear r and d to a new concept,
knowledge production and utiliza-

tion (KPU), they noted that:

The inadequacies are cooliedded in the conceptual view of

educational KPU that has been adopted, even if only im-

plicitly, to undergird these policies [the reference is

to policies for
improvement-oriented change in education-

al practice], i.e., an engineered "systems view" of edu-

cational r and d which presupPoses
and/or attempts to ef-

fect a linked set of productive agencies following the

R-0-0-A [research, development,
dissemination, adoption]

continuum to achieve a commonly agreed upon (or implicit-

ly understood) goal of production. (p. 2)

They suggested that such a view had ignored the goals of individual

KPU practitioners end individual
KPU agencies in the total educational

community and, instead, had established unachievable aspirations.

In a later restatement of the
need'to consider alternative strat-

egies for conducting r and d on teaching, ue noted that conceptualiza-

tion of the teacher zs i
passive conswer at the end of the r and d

process could account, In part, for the failure of many educational

innovations (Tikunoff, Ward and Lazar, 1979).* Further, we suggest-

ed that separation of each r and d function (e.g., research, develop-

ment, dissemination, adoption)
produced constituent groups, each re-

sponsible for a separate aspect of the school ieprovement process and

each isolated from the others. In r and d on teaching, this imposed

separation, reinforced by increased
specialization within each r and

d area, was seen as escalating
the feeling of isolation reported by

*The assertion of such concerns is not new. For example, advocates of

action research (e.g.. see
Corey, 1949, 1952, 1953; Wenn, 1952; Wright-

stone, 1949; pun. Coot and Harding, 1948) and cooperative studies (e.g..

see Herrick, 1948) stated
similar concerns as the rationale for moving

to alternative r and d strategies.
Similarities and differences wog

these strategies and today's
collaborative research approach are dis-

cussed later in this paper.
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teachers who merely were tSked to_adopt and use r and d outcomes rather

than be involved in the process of school improvement from the incep-

tion of an r and d effort. As a result, we contended that teachers

frequently wert given answers to questions they never asked or problems

they considered less than critical. In addition, when 'required' to

apply research findings in their classrmwas, we suggested that teachers

found language common to the specialized r and d communities to'be

largely unfamiliar and uninterpretable.'

As alternatives to the linear r end d strategy, a number of recent

educational efforts have utilized approaches that involve teachers and

other practitioners in variobs stages of the r and d process. The pur-

pose of this paper is to present information on several such collabora-

tive research efforts and to discuss the contributions to advancement

of knowledge and improvement of schooling practices achieved through

the collaborative research on instruction that has been conducted with-

in the last few years. In addition, the paper begins with a review of

the various definitions given to collaborative research (historical as

well as recent) followed by an expanded discussion of the reasons col-

leborative research on teaching is needed in order to advance knowledge

and improve practice in the field of education.

Definitions of Collaborative Research

Attempts to define and utilize research strategies that involve

prectftfoners have been part of the educational milieu for a consider-

able period of time, although the extent to which collaborative stra-

tegies have been utilized in the conduct of research pas varied at dif-

ferent points in time.
Hence, definitions of collaborative r and d un-

der a variety of labels may be traced over the past few decades. For

example, In 1948 Chun, Cook and Harding provided a definition of "ac-

tion research:"

(Action research] is a field which developed to

satisfy the needs of the socio-political individ-

ual who recognizes that, in science, he can find

the most reliable guide to effective action; and

the needs of the scientist who wants his labors

to be of maximal social utility as well as of

theoretical significance. (p. 44)

They went on to specify that the action researcher
must deal with prob-

lems that are of interest to the community in which the findings will

be applied and must define the problems in:such a manner that they

beccme amenable to investigation in an existing social setting. They

*The word "required" is placed within quotation marks because research

on adoption, adaptation, and utilization of educational innovations

suggests teachers employ a high degree of independence in determining

whether they will, In fact, apply new knowledge, new processes, etc.
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suggested that four varieties of aition research might be conducted:
(1) dia nostic, in which the existing situation-is described, diag-
nosed, and recommendations made regarding remedial measures; (2) per-
ticipant, In which the people who are to take.action are involve
the researcpiprocess from the very beginning; (3) empirical, fn which
something is done and a record is kept of what wes done and what hap-
pened over a period of time; and (4) experimental, in utich more than
one way to accomplish something is tried and information collected and

compared regarding what is done and what happens under the various

techniques.

Corey (1953) indicated that the expression 'action research"

came from two sources. One was the work of Collier (1945) in which

he stilted:

. since the findings of re;earch must be car-

ried into effect by the administrator and the lay-
man, and must be criticized by them through their
experience, the administrator and the layman must
themselves participate creatively in the research,
Impelled as it is from their own area of need.
(p. 276)

The second was the work of Lewin (e.g., see Resolving Social Conflicts,

1948) and,his students, which also stressed cooperative wort by scien-

tists and'what Lewin termed "men of action." Corey stressed that ac-

tion research involved the cooperative study of problems. He used

Lippitt's (1949) criteria to specify the requirements of cooperative

study. These were that "the potential consumers of the data are
collaborators in the planning, the measurement operations, and the
analysis and interpretation of the data" (p. 9).

Thus, although the action research to which Corey and others re-

ferred focused largely upon curriculum rather than teaching issues,

the underlying premises and the requirements of the action research

conducted sone 30-40 years ago were similar to those applied fn the

more recent collaborative research efforts that are the, focus of this

paper.

However, during the interim between the early 1950's and the late

1970's the definition of action research appeared to change. The cri-

teria that scientists and practitioners work together to study and

solve problems in a rigorous scientific manner seemed to be reduced to

inquiry done by the practitioners themselves. For example Good (1963)

stated, "Such research . . . Is a program conducted by teachers as part

of their teaching activity, usually with the advice and cooperation of

research specialists" (p. 322). Sorg (1965, p, 319-322), In an early

edition of his research methodology text, further implied that action

research was conducted by teachers snd that It was not as rigorous or

difficult an approach to research as 'traditional" methods.

In part, such shifts in the definition of action
research may be

explained by the move to emphasis upon application of linear r and d

procedures to education problem solving. Nonetheless, the research

4



utilization issues which pervaded the original development of action
research continued to pose problems for the educational research com-
'unity and the advancement of knowledge about teaching pointed out
even more strongly the importance of teacher participation in the re-

search process (set next section of this paper for further discussion).
Thus, as noted earlier, beginning in the mid-1970's, new and expanded
views of collaborative research in education began lo appear.

-For example, in lt76 we proposed a research and development stra-
tegy which we termed Interactive Research end Development on Teach-

ing (IRSOT). As defined in the study of the implementation of this

strategy that subsequently took place.

IR1107 places teachers, researchers, and trainer/
developers together to inquire as a team, be-

ginning with the initiation of The r and d pro-

cess, into those questions, Problems arid con-

cerns of classroom teachers. An IRIDT team IS
charoed with conducting research and-concurrent-a developing training based on both Thlire-
search findings and thr research methods and 212.
cedures employed in their study. lkiliTons are

ini-Ealaboratively: For IRiOT, this means that

each member of the team hasiaram 'ty and shares
equal responsibility for the es decisions
and actions from identification of a question/
problem through completion of all resultant

r and d activities. (Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin,

1979, p. 4)

tuilding from thiS eeneral definition, we advanced six features

that must exist in order for ad-r and d effort to be judged inter-

active. These are: (1) the team minimally is composed of a teacher,
a researcher, and a trainer/develd5iFT-(2) -Aecisions regarding re-
search questions, data collection procedures, materials development,
etc., are a collaborative effort; (3) the problems to be studied
emerge from the mutual concerns and Inquiries of the team and, above
all, attend to the teacher's problems; (4) the team attends to both

research and development concerns with knowledge production and uie
both receiving attention from the beginning of the r and d effort;

(5) the r and d effort attends to the complexity of the classroom
and at the same time maintains the integrity Of the classroom; and
(6) the r and d processis recognized and used as an intervention
(profesSoinal development) strategy, while at the same time rigorous

as well as useful research and development are carried out. Within

these requirements,

. . collaboration is viewed as teachers, re-

searchers, and trainer/developers both working
with parity and assuming equal responsibility to
identify, inquire into, and resolve the problems/
concerns of classroom teachers. Such collabor-

ation recognizes and utillzes.the unique insights

s

and skills provided by each participant while, at
the same time, demanding that no set of capabil-
ities is assigned a superior status. It assumiS
a work with rather than a work on posture--the
laTriF7-177-the opinion of the authoes, being more

frequently the modus operandi when teachers are
asked to join researchers or trainer/developers
in a linear r and d endeavor. (Tikunoff, Ward
and Griffin, 1979)

Oja and Pine (1981) added to the definition of collaborative r

and d by describing what they termed "collaborative action research".
They suggested that six elements characterized such research. These
characteristics combine features of the research effort itself with
the professional development outcomes required of or attained by the
participants. They are:

1. Research problems are mutually defined by prac-
tittoners ari researchers.

2, University faculty and classroom teachers col-
laborate in seeking solutions to practitioners'
problems.

3. Research findings are used and modified in solv-

ing problems.

4. Practitioners develop research competencies,

skills, and knowledge, and researchers re-
educate themselves in field-based and natur-
alistic research methodologies.

5. Practitioners as s result of participating in
the adaptation process are more able to solve

'their own problems and renew themselves pro-
fessjonally.

6. Practitioners and researchers co.author re-

search reports. (p. 27) -

Little (1981) outlined three features of collaborative r and d
in education that incorporate many of the notions posed above. These

are:

1. The connection between theory and practice is
accomplished at every Stage and not attempted
orlyaas an afterthought upon presentation of
findings.

2. The interests, questions, and curiosities
that emerge from local experience are repre-
sented in the research design, along with
interests, questions, and curiosities drawn
from theoretical and empirical literature.

6
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3. Sustained collegial work
involving research

and school personnel
provides the opportun-

ities for a reciprocal working relationship

between research and
practice in utich both

gain opportunity for
reflection and,for un- ,

expected insight into situational realities.

(1). 4)

Fisher and Berliner
(1979) suggested yet

another form of collab-

ritive research which they labeled "clinical inquiry." In describ-

ing the essence Of
clinical inquiry, they

quoted a statement from

Dewey (1929) in which Dewey noted that the mode of inquiry-to be

idopted in education had to be pile in utich
'educational' practices

provide the data, the
subject matter; which

form the problem, of in-

quiry. [Moreover, these practices have to be] . . the final test

of valve of the conclusions
of all researchers* (p. 3).

Fisher end lerliner went on to point out that
cooperative mrk by

the teacher end the
researcher can fenerate

knowledge about a broad

range of teaching/learning
phenomenon utile the team also is mrking

on a specific classroom problem situation.
They noted that open dis-

cussion betwees the
clinician and the teacher, and mutual "negotiated*

aereement on the 'oats of the inquiry and
icceptable evidence for

change were essential
components of clinical inquiry. The combination

of rigorous research
and clinical practice

was proposed as a means for

studying educational
phenomena that are cmplex, dynamic. and extend

over time.

Using the above definitions
of collaborative r and d, three fac-

tors seem to undergird
the current work in this area. First, re-

searchers and practitioners
imrk together.

Second, they focus on "real

world" as well as theoretical problem.
Third, the participants

gain-

mutual respect for one
anotherrand grow 1n their insight into and un-

derstanding of instruction. In addition; Tikunoff,
et al., and little

add a fourth requ:rement--is
concerted attention to

development and im-

plementation issues from
the beginning of the r and d process.

Some aspects of this definition are consistent
with two defini-

tions for collaborative
given in Webster's New World Dictionary. Here

collaboration is defined as: to sTOWTOrntly wfth others esp. in an

intellectual endeavor, and
to cooperate with an agency or instrumental-

ity with thich one is not immediately ccmnected.
(Hopefully, a third

Webster's definition -- to
cooperate with or-assist,

usually willingly,

an eeemy of one's
country and esp. an

occupying force -- does not ap-

ply to collaborative
research efforts in education.)

However, to carry out collaborative
research and development

that meets the above
criteria and at the tame time produces rigorous

as well as useful
outcomes at reasonable

cost is -not a simple task.

Mergendoller (1979) outlined
several factors that

must be given par-

tauter attention in order to accomplish successful
collaborative re-

search. The factors revolve around
the composition of the team. As

Mergendoller states:

.1 0

It is important to recognize the very real dif-
ferences uhich exist in their [e.g., teachers,
researchers, trainer/developers] ways'of think-
ing about the social world of schools, and not
to sweep under the rug an important -- and ulti-

mately productive -- distinction between the con-

cerns and expertise of these individuals. . .

Although the members of the collaborative team
may make sense of the world as a result of dif-

fering epistemological stances (MacKay. 19711),

they are skilled professionals with their own

distinctive capabilities. This diversity 'is to

be celebrated, for the outcome of the effort to

labor together has the potential to exceed the

sum of the individual contributions.
(pp. 3.4)

Having pointed out th: strengths of the multiple roles represent-

ed on a collaborative research
team.lbrgendoller indicated that One

factor that must be considered is the possibility of conflict among

team members. He eephasized the importance of ironing out such con-

flicts based on a desire to achieve goals that had been established

mutually by the team. He stIted,'"No set of capab:lities held by any

individual can be considered superior to those
capabilieies held by

the others, and the concerns of each
team,mmaber must receive the at-

tention of the remaining members* (p. 6). He then sugsmsted that the

researchers and teachers on the team will talk-differently and talk

about different things.-' As noted by Greene (1979) he indicated that

words, like *variable." "practice." and
"evaluation" will gain special

meanings depending upon the context in utich they are used and the .

training of tfie individual uto uses them, and.suggests that:

in noncollaborative research and development,

conceptual communication between researchers

mnd teachers is often strained...or nonexistent.

Ccamon linguistic conventions are not establish-

ed, and a research design utich has been careful-

ly constructed by the researcher may look like

so much gobbledygook to the classroom teacher.

Given this natural breach of tanguage, andimore
importantly, the thinking it represents, a col-

laborative research effort mult take special

pains.to ensure that the different
members of the

collaborative team use the same language and un-

decrstand each other's concerns. (p. 11)

Much of the above discussvon has stressed
the involvmment of the

teacher (or other practitioners) at
all stages of the collaborative

. inquiry process. Kennedy (1979) suggested that this need not neces-

sarily be the case. She outlined five collaboration roles that teach-

ers might play depending upon the mode of inquiry. While the fndivid-

ualswho provided the earlier definitions may not concur with Kennedy's,

views, given the collaborative research to
be discussed later, these

roles warrant consideration.
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arm role ft as a model of teaching. In this role the teacher is

observed while teecNifiiiiiWi may participate
in various interviews but

does not engage in-other facets of the r and d effort. Another is as

a model/oarticipent. dere the professional performance of the teacher

is observed and, in addition, the teacher receives verbal and/or writ-

ten feedback from the oliserver which, in turn, may stimulate a dialogue

that leads to reformulation of the research question. A third role is

WA data collector. Teachers collect data In their own classrooms

ohd/o7frilrelTiFiroons ot other teachers. They meet with the re-

searchers to discuss and interpret the data they collect. A fourth

role is as a co-investigator. In this role the teacher assists in all

stages of the r and d effort. fifth role is as a practitioner con-

sultant. Teachers in this role deccribe and analyze a wide variety of

"iiiisTioo variables and dynamics in terms that art understandable to

both researchers ind practitioners. They helt 'interpret and provide

links between researchers and teachers filling one or more of the other

four collaborative roles. Regardless of the role they play, Kennedy

sugoests that teachers broaden :he problem4 to be studied and provide

insights into teaching and learning that cannot be obtained without

their involvement. In this regard, she echoes the views of the re-

searchers whose ccocepts of collabcrative research were preiented above

and other researchers in the field of education. Further elaboration

of these reasons for conducting collaborative r and d follows in the

next section of this paper.

Reasoes for Coettucting Collaborative Reiearch

The winning of this paper discussed one of the major reasons

for conducting collaborative r and d. That is to increase the rele-

vant of the research to the problems And concerns of the educational

practitioner and, thus, to increase the likelihood that r and d out-

comes will be utilized by practitioners to improve educational prac- .

tice. An equelly compelling reason is that involvement in the r and d

process of teachers (and other practitioners) Is required In order to

investigate and understamd the complexities of teaching am.: learning

as they occur In the classroom. The types of inquiry advocated as the ,

methods most likely to yield salient new understandings of classroom

processes require acquisition of phenomenological information and in-

sights that must be provided by the practitioners. Yet another rea-

son is that attention at all stages;of the r and d process to (a) the

conoections between theory and practice and (b) the use of the research

variables, data collection procedures, and the research findings as

means for hooraying practice can shorten the tfme lapse between ad-

vancement of theoretical knowledoe end:its application in instruction.

Further discussion of each reason follows.

Increase Use of R and 0 Outcomes

A common theme advanced by those who have (advocated collabora--

tive r and d has been to involve practitioners in the entire r and

d process in order to Increase the applicability and usefulness of

the r and d outcomes. Clark (1676), for example, stated:

9
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The process of inquiry will %ARO be brought
closer to the point of effective action in edu-
cation, i.e., will involve the direct participa-
tion of practitioner agencies in all 01 process
of educational R and D. (p. 7)

Tbe assumption is that resear
tionors will be perceived as

use of that research to intro
of this paper reports on the
tive r and d. Data from two
of collaborative r and d to ac

h and development that involves practi-

el

fi

If

even
erect
ndings
thes

and useful by them and,-hence,
e will occur. The next section
of several studies of collabora -
studies illustrate the potential

such an expectation.

In our own study of Interactive R and 0, we asked a jury of teach-

ers who had not been Involved In the actual research efforts to judge

the usefulness of the outcomes. In tenws of usefulness and applicabil-

ity of the research done by tn. San Diego IRLDT team (see discussion
in later section of their study of classroom distractions), the jury
members indicated that three aspects of the research were useful and

applicable. First, after reading the research report (particularly
the teachers' case studies), the jury members indicated they were able
to identify similar variables_in their oun classrooms. They noted that

the 4anguage used ta describe the variables was teachers' language so %

another teacher could grasp the concept. As one juror Said, "The con-

cept was sufficient for.ca to.conjecture or to extend and elaborate in

my own head what I could do with that. What I'm reading in this report

is sufficiently familiar conceptually-that I can [use it] in my own
situation" (Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979, p. 317). Second, the

jurors pointed to the fact that the study identified specific things

teachers could do to, improve practice. Third, they noted that the

data collection Pethods could be used by teacher; to look at their own

classrooms and categorize their own behavior. A juror stated, 'It's

the concepts that are In this work that assist me . . . even though

the specific finding [thing to do] isn't directly applicable, I can

use their methods to find my own."

. Van Nostrand, Pettigrew, and Shaw (1960) also came to several
conclusions that support the argument that collaborative r and d pro-

duces results that will be used by practitioners.

After reviewing the literature that presented the most recent

theories on writing instruction, turveying existing writing meth-
ods texts, and working with teachers to determine what sorts of

writing Instruction actually goei on in classrooms, They stated:

. , . any systematic improvement in writing in-

struction must evolve from the coetext of oriting
instruction; the design for such improvemint should
be based on what teachers actually do and framed

in terms of how they perceive what they do. And

coOeborative reseerch has the capacity to derive

such information. (p. 121)
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Fisher and 'Berliner
(1979) discussed

Odditional explanation,
be-

yond the absence
of practitioner

involvement, for the lack of itapact

ef research on practice. These included
"the lack of rewards for

university-based
professional people

who engage in helpin9 rather than

publishing . . . Land) the continuing
reliance on

'reports' as the

final product of
many prajects,

with the accompanying
belief that le-

prints of reports
lead to changes in classroom

behavior of te.chers

end students'
(p. 45). From this

standpoint, the
participation of

and satus given
the university

professional who does collaborative

research while
helping others and the involvement

of a trainer/de-

veloper in the
collaborative process may

be seen as features
that add

to the capability
of the strategy to impact

educational practices
that

are outside as
well es within the

K-12 school setting.

In sum, as Stake indicated:

During the 1970s there was increasing attention

in educational
research to the

role of the cli-

ent or user. 1 believe thrt
this emphasis will

continue in the 801. And I believe
methods of

research will continue
to evolve in ways that

observations art made
and shared so as to be more

crmprehensible and useful to users.
(1980, p. 1)

Facilitate Investigation
of the Complexities

of Teaching and Learnini

The complexity of classroom life has been studied,
described and

discussed by
researcherS such as

Jackson (1968) and
Smith and Geoffrey

(1968). More recently
tronfenbrenner (1976)

outlined an ecological

perspectiveta education
that presented

20 propositions
related to

analysis of the
Properties of the

system at four
levels of complexity.

Tikunoff (1971) noted
that "what we cull classroom

teaching and learn-

ing is embedded in a complex
myriad of interdependent

variables. all

of them situationally specific'
(p. 2). Doyle (1917) reminded us

that:

It is clear that
classrooms are not single-purpose

*learning" envirOnments
that exist for short per-

iods of time as is
often the case fn laboratory

studies. Wor is the teacher's task
confined to a

few selected behaviors
that occur

during a tvo-

hour period in
October, as is often assumed in

many observational
studies. (p. 4)

Kennedy (1977)
alSo referred to

*the complex array
of human/environ-

mental behaviors and variables
which influence

classrooms events,

phenomena, and
processes" (p. 2).

As reported by
Nishler (1979),

Delamont (1976)
demonstrated that

*an adequate
understanding of the

meaning and significance
of profile

differences for classroom behavior
and learning can only be provided
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through information about the contexts of behavior: the subject mat-

ter taught, the
physical setting of the

classroom, the personal 'front'

of the teacher, and student opinions and
interpretations of teacher

behavior" (p. 7). Goodlad (1977) made 4
similar point relative to the

school curriculum:

Clearly, there are quite different curriculum

domains, what teachers
think,it is, what observ-

ers perceive it to be, and what students per-

ceive and experience.
And so there are at least

three data sources to
be utilized in arriving at

,onclusions about what the curriculum is. (p- 5)

Ward (1977) indicated that to gain an
understanding of the Phenomena

of education,
knowledge needed to be obtained regarding:

(a) the per-

spectives of those
individuals who engaged in

teaching and learning,

(b) the processes of
teaching and learning, and (c) the context with-

in which teaching and
learning occur.

Bronfenbrenner (1976) and others,

e.g., Carini (19)5), emphasized the
importance of the phenomenological

perspective.
Participants' 71Von of the

situation, including a multi-

plicity of meanings when more
than one individual is

involved, are con-

sidered essential for
understanding educational

phenomena. Further,

data collection methods
are recognized as

influencing what is observed

Ind, thus, what is "known.' Perceived reality,
particularly partici-

pants
perceptions of the conceptual

definitions explicit and implicit

in a given research
design, are considered to be especially important

for validation of experimental manipulations
and outcomes.

Thus, awareness of the
multi-dimensionality of teaching andlearn-

ing as they occur in the classroom has
introduced a need for data ac-

quisition and data analysis
procedures appropriate

to this complexity.

A predominance of
researchers setting in this area, question the suit-

ability of traditional
research eethodS.

Statements by dronfenbrenner

and Mishler sum up these views. According to
flronfenbrenner's (1976)

opinion:

TO state the thesis in its
briefest and boldest

form, contemporary
educational researches are

characterized by experimental
designs that are

primarily statistical
rather than scientific;

that is these designs
enable us to predict the

concommitants of certain
combinations of condi-

tions but not to understand
the causal connec-

tions that produce the observed effects.
(p. 159)

Mishler (1979)
identified a paradox:

One side of the paradox
Is that we ell ;mow that

human action and
experience are context dependent

and can only be understood within
their contexts

. . We rely on context to understand the beha-

vior and speech of
others and to ensure that our

own behavior is understood, implicitly grounding

our interpretations
of motives and intentions in

12



COOteet . . . the other side of the paredox is

that this ordinary and commonsense understanding

of meaning as context
dependent has been elcluded

from the mein tradition
of theory znd research in

the social and
psychological sciences and in the

application of this tradition to educational re-

search. As theorists and
researchers, we tend to

behave as if context were
the enemy of understand-

ing rather than the resource for understanding

which it is in our everyday lives. (p. 2)

In the search for research methods more specifically data ac-

quisition and data analysts methods that facilitate study of the

multiple dimensions,
variables, meanings, etc.,

that appear to be sim-

ultaneously occurring in the classroom, considerable
attention is be-

ing given to naturalistic
study of classroca events

and processes and

to procedures for
obtaining multiple

interpretations of as many dim-

ensions, events, etc., as possible.
Naturalistic study Involves na-

tural setting, natural
treatment and natural

behavior as discussed by

Tunnel (1977). Host often such studies
emphasize descriptive research

that captures the full
complexity of situational,

experiential, and

communicational variables (see Tikunoff, 1977).
The work of ethno-

methodoloeIsts, ecologists,
sociolinguists, and phenomenologists is

germane.
Understanding what is going on develops from many hours of

sensitive observation
(e.g.. see Glaser and

Strauss. 1967; CarInt,

1,75; Niller, 1977). The views and perspectives
of participant as

well as nonparticipant
observers of a phenomenon are obtained. In

terms of classroom research:

There appears to be a greater respect for the

setting in which teachers
work, reflected both

in the inclusion of
context variables in data

collection and analysis and in the more modest

expectations concerning the extent to which the

classroom can be easily changed . . . there seems

to be an emerging awareness
of the complexities

inherent in the
practitioner's world and an at-

tempt to account for
this compl2xity in design-

ing research, Interpreting
findings, and suggest-

ing applicability.
(Doyle, 1977, p. 5)

To carry out such research
without the full cooperation

and col-

!separation of the person
responsible for maintaining

classroom life --

namely, the teacher -- is impossible.
Teacher (and student) inter-

pretations of the emanings
of events must be obtained. Natural class-

room settines must be maintained even
thoueh a vast array of variables

is studied. Whenever data
collection'procedures intrude upon that

neturalness, this must be recognized, described and the resOlts ex-

plained. When the pultiplicity of
possible variables of interest must

be reduced, these'decisions
must be based on Insights reearding which

comprise theissence of the teaching or learning phenomenon being stud-

ied and which violate it. The teacher has such information. To use

it should add to our understanding of classroom teaching and learning

and increase the
likelihood that the inforaation

necessary for gaining

new understandings will be obtained.
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Fisher andierlIner (1979) support such vIewi when they suggest

that "the complex, dynamic and extensive
characteristics' of class-

room teaching/learning phenomenon call for use of a range of inquiry

modes in addition to the 'conventional" research process.

Hence, some sort of collaboration may well be necessary to carry

out even the most basic research on teaching if, as stated by kerlinger

(1977), "the purpose of scientific researchis to understand and ex-

plain phenomena" (p. 5), and as noted by Geertz (1980, p. 67), "system-

atic unpackIngs of the conceptual world" are needed.

Reduce Timm Lapse Between Advancement of Theoretical

Knowlidie and-Its-Application in Practice

The amount of time required to move from the
initiation of a re-

search effort to utolescale use of the
findings fro that effort in

classrooms has been another area of concern to both researchers and

practitioners. Those who are responsible for Improving practice are

as anxious as the researchers to put significant new information to

use. Several features of collaborative r and d have been designed

to facilitate rapid transfer of useful new knowledge to application

In the classroom.

One approach (INSDT) places a trainer/developer on
the r and d

team from the beginning stages of the r and d effort in order to 'in-

troduce the capability for concurrent attention to and development of

training procedures" (Tikunotf, Ward, and Griffin, 1979, p. 14). As

we noted in the 1RSOT study report
(see discussion), such early par-

ticipation of the trainer/developer
increases the likelihood that

training programs will be developed that utilize the research data

collection procedures to build other teachers' capability to inquire

into the same aspects of teaching In their own classroaes even utile

the original research study is still underway. In addition, inclusion

of a trainer/developer on the team
eliminates the need for a "new"

person to become familiar with the purposes,
variables, findings, etc.

of the research in order to move to the application stage. The 15-1/2

month timeline required In the !RUT Coudy to complete a research ef-

fort and design and test a training program speaks to the shortening

of the time lapse that may be acccaplished.

Another dimension of collaborative research
that may reduce the

time lapse is the extent to which
participation leads the researchers,

teachers, trainers, etc., to apply the theoretical constructs to im-

provement of practice within their own
professional realms from the

initiation of the r and d effort. For example, Fisher and Nerliner

(1979) note that research, development,
and'implementation functions

are subsumed into the r and d activity under their clinical inquiry

approach. They assume that the inquiry will bring about 'positively

valued and substantial change, at least where the field wort is con-

ducted' (p. 45). Cahen. Filbp, NcCutcheon. S Kyle
(in press) speak of

the increased understandin4 of research
and educational practice they

gained as a result of participation as
researchers on collaborative
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r end 4 teams. Oja and Pine (1981) likewise
speak to the significant

learning and growth that occur where teachers and university research-

ers work together
in carrying out research to solve problems.that con-

cern themselves and the schools. Additional information follows later

in thii paper on several of these studies and this
contribution of col-

laborative research.

Collaborative Research as a Strategy

lecause Collaborative research
as a formal procedure has re-emerged

relatively recently in the condUct of educational
esearch in general,

there are few completted
pieces of research from which to draw. These

fall into tun general categories. One group of research has focused

on the process of including teachers
in the conduct of research studies

and Its impact upon the participants. In some instances, these studies

also have attended to the
rigor and usefulness of the

collaborative re-

search outcomes.
The second group has reported findings produced using

collaborative research.
The studies of the

collaborative process will

be discussed in turn in this section. Research by using the collabord-

tive r and d is discussed in tte-following section.

The focus of collaborative
reiearch taken In this paper is upon

involvement of the clissroom
teacher in the process of participating

with-researchers and others in the conduct of inquiry into classroom

processeS. However, the collaborative
process has spread quickly to

involve others as well. Thus, for purposes of examining collaborative

research as it Is manifested
today in educational

research, the par-

ticipation of school practitioners
needs to be extended to include

principals, administrators, and centrel administrative
office person-

nel.

The following discussion
takes up In turn four general config-

urations of collaborative
research currently under

consideration in

the literature. These are: (1) Interactive Research
and Development,

a model developed
and studied in both a

university and a local educa-

tional agency setting; (2)
collaborative research conducted

with an

entire school
faculty,.wherein teachers and the

principal were the

schooling practitioners
participating; (3) collaborative research

with an entire school
district, in which

collaboration was between re-

searchers and various school
district personnel from the central ad-

ministration to the classroom
teacher; and (a) university-based col-

laborative research; in which
the primary goal is to establish rela-

tioeships for the purpose of the conduct of
educational inquiry and

staff development between
university staff and schooling practition-

ers. Although these confirrntions
overlap someetat, we have sele:ted

these four categories as a way of descriptively
emphasizing how they

differ. Examples for each category are provided. Included In the

discussion are those findings
about the process of collaborative in-

quir) if any, emerging
from the study-of each strate9Y.
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Interactive Research and Development (on Teaching)

As-noted earlier, we proposed
Interactive Research and Develop-

ment on Teaching (IRSDT) in 1975 as an alternative educational r and d

strategy. The basis for this
recommendation built from demonstrated

inadequacies of the characteristics
and outcomes of the commonly-used

linear r and d strategy.
Although use of this strategy currently has

expanded to include a variety
of practitioner members on the research

team, for purposes of this
discussion we will focus on the original

teacher focus of the Interactive process.

The National Institute of
Education funded an Investigation of

the implementation of the IRSOT strategy in 1975 to:

1. investigate and understand the process of implementing MDT

in order to identify and describe
the requirements and

characteristics for "successful" use of the strategy;

2, determine whether the r and d outcomes that resulted from an

IRSDT approach provided important
and useful new informa-

tion, procedures, and processes to the field of education

while successfully achieving
(maintaining) couronly eccept-

ed r and d standards; and

3. determine what changes, If any, in persons and institutions

might result from participation in MDT.

To review, the underlining
principles of the IRSDT:strategy place

teachers, researchers, and
trainer/developers together to inquire as a

team into those questions,
problems, and concerns of classroom teachers.

An IRSDT team is charged with the task of conducting
research and con-

currently attending to the development of training based both on their

research findings and the methods
and procedures employed in their stu-

dy. Decisions are made collaboratively,
i.e., teachers, researchers,

and trainer/developers
workinq with iparity and assuming equ'l respons7

ibilit ,to identify, inqu re
into, and resolve the problems concerns

of c assroom teachers. Such collaboration recognizes
and utilizes the

unique insights and skills provided by each participant while, at the

saee time, demanding that no set of capabilities
is assigned a superior

status. It assumes a work with rather
than a work on posture -- the

latter more frequently7104-We
modus operandrWen teachers are asked

to join researchers or
trainer/deViNiers in a linear r and d endeavor.

Parity Is granted when team
members agree to participate in [RIOT.

Equal sharing of responsibility
is achieved only when each team member

assumes his or her share of the research
effort based on his or her

IWIRRiratalities and insights.

In the original litiDT Study,
the strategy wes implemented at two

sites--one in an urban setting In California, the
other in a rural set-

ting in Vermont. The settings were selected
purposely In order to ob-

serve IRSDT implementation under diverse circuistinces.
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The California
site was located

in the Sin Diego
Unified School

District, and
consisted of four teachers, one

researcher, and one

trainer/developer, all on the school district staff. The team fo-

cused its research
on the strategies

and techniques
which classroom

teachers use to cope with distractions to classroom
instruction and

the effectiveness
of these techniques

fn eliminating
the distractions.

The data set included
quantitative coding

of occurrent(' of distrac-

tions and coping
strategieS, narrative

descriptions of teacher-student

interactions, and other relevant context
information for each class-

room (see lehnke
et al: 1981, in next section

for a more detailed de-

scription of this research).

The. %lenient site inclvded
two cooperating

institutions,-the Uni-

versity of Vermont and the Underhill
Independent School District.

This team included
three teachers, one

researcher, and two trainer/

developers.
The team focused

its research on the relationships
be-

tween the mood of the teacher and the teacher's
classroom supportive

instructional behavior.
The data set included narrative descriptions

of what occurred in each,classroom
during reading

lessons and during

each teacher's most
difficult time of the day. Teacher ratings of a

mood objective checklist and observer-teacher
interviews also were

included.

The activities of
the two TAUT teams were observed

from the in-

ception of'the research process
through completion

of both the final

research sad training reports.
Analyses were made of team inter-

actions, decisions,
and technical

assistance requirements.
The con-

tributions of each team
member were docueented

at each step in the r

and d process. The *products"
of the effort --

that is, the research

findings and the teacher training
that wes developed

and tested --

were judged for
their rigor and usefulness compared

with other edu-

cational r and d outcomes. Six notable findings
emerged from this

Study. These are as Colloid:

1. The characteristics,
skills, and previous

experience of

participants appear to affect the degree to which 1RSDT

is implemented with high occurrence.of/congruence
with

the essential
features of the strategy. The presense of

.these features, in
turn, is related to

the rigor and use-

fulness of the r and d outcomes.

2. Commitment to educational
r and d and previous involvement in

such efforts by the participating
institutions also in-

fluences the conduct of MDT.

3.
Orientation to IRSDT is important.

It should be 'designed

to fit the needs
and context of the

pertfcfpating people

and institutioes.
If the required

participant skills do

not exist, training
in these skills

should be included.

4. Technical assistance
should be available

throughout an

IRADT effort.
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S. The typical time lag between research
and deveropment urn

be reduced with
the MOT strategy.

6. MDT implementation can be cost-effective, resulting in

research which is
judged as rigorous as

traditionai edu-

cational research while
concurrently divising

and *pie,

menting.staff development
based on findings.

As a review/critique
activity, a meeting of policy decision,

makers from local
education agencies and

institutions of higher edu-

cation vas convened to examine the
results of the MDT study. As re-

ported by Lieberman
(1979), they advanced

14 recommendations
to NIE

with relation to further implementation
of MDT, in particular, an4

collaborative research,
in general.

I. IRSDT teams be extended
t, include other

cd.'textri in ad-

dition to those in the original study.

2. 3o1es other than teacher
be studied to

extend the r and d

interaction (e.g.,
supervisors, teacher trainers.

principals).

3. Commitments of the cooperating institutions
be made

explicit (substitute
time, course credits, services,

tenured professors, etc.)

4. Initiating institutions
show some evidence

of experi-

ence with collaboration.

S. The roles of researcher and
trainer/developer bt ex-

tended to include a
larger pool (e.g.,

graduate sty-

dents as researchers,
supervisors as developers).

6. Communication of intro-school and inter-institutional

linkages be clarified
(e.g., regular

meetings, news-

letters).

7. Purposes for conducting
MDT be clear (e.g., school

improvement, new knowledge, new roles, etc.)

8. Some effort be made to protect MDT from being surped

by other institutional demands
(e.g., programs, mandates).

9.
Provisions be made for technical assistance

during all

phases of MDT.

ID. Provisions be made for
edvisory panel to review and to

communicate with
MDT team at regular intervals.

II. No less than two
team members per

site be Selected to

avoid IsolatarT7

12.
Orientation to 11401 be

given more time
(up to 5 days).
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13. Provisions for'initiation
of IRSAT be considered in

light of school calendar (avoid September
'start up").

14. Where possiBle,
interactiveness be extended between

MEAT teams.

It should be noted that
since this original study the 111107

Strategy has been used
in two studies that are

discussed later. -1

Nuling (1981) established a
collaborative study between researchers

and staff developers
from among the Texas Tech University and Teach-

er Corps staffs and teachers of local school districts. Griffin,

Lieberman, and Jacullo-Noto (1980) proposed further
study of IRSDT

by extending it to three varying contexts.
Called 1110 on School-

ing. they established
teams on ktich the

schooling practitioners were

(1) teachers working out of a Teachers' Center. (2) representatives

of several school
districts working through an

intermediate education-

al agency. and (3) high school teachers.

Collaborative Research with..en Entire Faculty

Using a different type of
collaborative research.'a team of re-

searchers from the Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and

Development collaborated
with an entire ellimentary

school faculty

over a two-year
period in order to look at instruction ecologically.

Each of the 11 teachers
in the elementary school

identified areas of

concern, and questions were specified by
teachers working with re-

searchers. In addition, the
researchers posed their own questions

which were different
than those raised by the teachers. Data collec-

tion wes collaboratively
performed, and teachers utilized narrative

descriptions of their
instruction as well as other synthesized data

as feedback and as a basis for adjusting instruction. Results are

reported later in this discussion (see liftman et-al.. 1981).

liergendoller (1981) reflected on this experience by specifying

three conditions which must be present for successful whole-school

collaborative research:

I. Parity must be established and maintained between/among

teachers ind researchers.
Parity is designed as 'the

establishment of mutual respect. . . when no set of-pro-

fessional capabilities among
teachers and/or researchers

is thought to be superfor to those held by other members

of the research team,
parity has been established."

2. Reciprocal refationships must
ite established and main-

tained. Such relationships
demonstrate a natural give-

and-take, or as Webster
states, there is 'a mutual ex-

change of privileges in such relationships.' Reciprocity

occurs more frequently when each member of the research

team Ass something valued to share with others. For

example, the ways in which tht
researchers shared their

knowledge to help the teachers ranged from assisting with

instruction at times, to providing
insights about narrative
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descriptions which frequently led to
suggestions for how

to adjust instruction to
achieve what a teacher desired.

3. A common language which both teachers and researchers can

use must be established.
&cause researchers "talk funny"

and teachers often use educational
terms colloquially, a

team of teachers and researchers
must establish a language

they both understand. The autho: refers to this as a con-'

sensual lexicon.

As an evaluation the
effectiveness of this collaborative activity.

Nowey (1980) conducted a separate
investigation to determine its ef-

fect upon the lives of the total-school faculty. NO conducted open-

ended interviews with the teachers, the principal, and the community

coordinator concerning their
perceptions of the experience. Drawing

on these interviews,
he determined that a general theme running through

the findings was that school
participants considered the experience to

be among the most valid staff development experiences
they had encoun-

tered. In addition, four characteristics
emerged as being present and

necessary for the conduct of whole-school
collaborative,inquiry of the

sort investigated:

1. Researchers must be perceived as being nonthreatening,

warm, easy-going, and approachable. As well, they post

be perceived to be and demonstrate competence in under-

standing instruction and
talking with teachers about

their own classrooms. In addition, it is important

that researchers Om collaborate with teachers be or-

ganized, follow through and deliver on promises. Final-

ly. researchers must be prepared to conduct their
inquiry

under prevailing conditions,
and not alter these artifi-

cially.

2. Observations of teachers'
instruCtion must be fedback to

teachers within a relatively
short time following the ob-

servation if the intent is to alter instruction, In

particular, narrative descriptions of teachers' instruc-

tion are helpfursince they
provide an opportunity for

teachers to review what occurred during instruction.

frequently discovering facets
of their instruction that

they.are unable to observe during the ongoing instruction-

al process. Such feedback need not be formal and tied-to

prescription of what-to-do-next.
The opportuniti to tilk

with someone about their
instruction appears to be as ef-

fective as formal feedback devices.

3. Inquiry must be carried out in a wey that is consonant

with what is known about
effective adult development.

Among these characteristics are
involvement of teachers

in central decision-making
roles in the inquiry, accom-

modating individual differences
among teachers, and pro-

viding all of the above in an
unobstrusive. ongoing

fashion across a sequenced,
appropriate length of time.
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4. Inquiry must be carried out
in a we), that is con-

sonant with psychological
growth theory. In par.

titular, accommodation of
four ingredients must

be present: (1) a
balance between action and re-

flection. allowing teachers
time to assimilate

%tat emerges from
inquiry into their own class-

roan; (2) frequent fonts of challenge to provide

cognitive dissonance so that teachers are confront-

ed with their oum beliefs about teaching;
(3) per,.

soma support over time, so that utile 1 and 2,

above, are occurring,
teachers do not feel aban-

doned but supported and encouraged to experiment.

and try new things; and (4) opportunities for role

taking, er assuming distinctly new responsibilities

such ai performing
data analysis for their own and

, others' instructional protocols.

Collaborative Research with e School District

Problems at-the school
district )evel, 'Mich

impact the lives of

personnel from the central
administration to the classroom teacher,

also have been the basis for collaborative inquiry.
Two examples are

presented here.

Research Focused on Staff Development.
LitAle (198I) reports a

study conducted in
collaoration with the central administration,

principals, and teachers in a large urban
scho61 district undergoing

desegregation.
Outcomes of findings were aimed at improvement of edu-

cational practice and
prospects for educational equity. Major ques-

tions for inquiry were
',Aerated from the first year's experience of

the Department of Staff
Development in the school

district and focueed

on (1) relevance. e.g., practical relevprice (accommodating
teachers° and

administartinr-concerns), theoretical
and policy relevance (achieving

increased equity), and
social/strategic relevance;

and (2) mode, e.g.,

recoonizing effects of the school as an organizational
sett-I-Xi-upon

staff development as a change vehicle. Thus, the research attempted

to gather ethnographic
data aimed at (1) producing descriptive accounts

accounts.in order tt lead to theoretical
speculation and practical re-

form, (2) forming characteristic dimensions
of the school setting

and

staff development to serve as a framework for further inquiry, and (3)

elaborating and refining a
matrix of centrol questions

to guide sub-

sequent research and practice.

Three mairs'of schools and
their faculties served as the sample.

One elementary school
and one secondary

school were selected that fit

each of three patterns:
'high success' and "high involvement'

with relation to
achievement and staff

development; 'high success,

lcm involvement;* and
'Icw success, high involvement."

Collaboration involved several
levels of school district person-

nel. ttaff of the Department of Staff Development
helped to formulate

the questions.
Principals at each of the

schools assisted with elicit-

ing participation of the faculty and participated
in interviews.

Teachers participated by'being
interviewed.

Teachers were observed
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during classroom instructicm
and during staff development meetings.

Data collection consisted
of interviews with 14 members of the

school district's central
admininstrationt,105 teachers, and 14 ad-

ministrators in 6 schools,
obier4ations in the classroomd of 80

teachers, and observations in 6 staff development sessions (as

well as in hallways, lunchrooms,'faculty meetings, etc.). Analysis

and interpretation of data and reporting of findings was accomplished

by the researchers.

In addition to 6 case studies, an
across-caset analysis re-

vealed 45 propositions that
hypothesize features of work.relations

in schools, and 26
propositions that center on the design, conduct,

and influence of staff'development programs.
Summarized, these are:

1. The school as workplace reveals characteristIcs conducive

to influential staff development. In particular, two nones

appear crakel to school success and bear upon the role

and influence of staff development: (1) expectations of

collegiality, wherein teachers
perceive that work is shared

and a spirit of closeness
exists; and (2) expectations for

continuous improvement, wherein
continued connections be-

tween teaching-and learning are pursued antoperationalized.

2. Staff development programs are most' influential'uten they

possess four characteristics:
(I) they art collaboratively

planned by teachers and staff
developers; (2) ,they are par-

ticipated in collectively by an entire faculty (or groups

within the faculty); (3) they focus u;on relevance leading

to improvement of practice;
and (4) they allow for frequent

opportunities for application of new practices and these

are the case in a continuum of progression towerd increased

competence.

Research focused on school district_joals. Hord (1,81) describes

a three year experience of an educational r and d center's efforts to

collaborate with a 51 ng2s.jchool
district in the conduct of research.

The purpose from the
ill-ridpoint "of the researchers was

to osin further

insight into the collaborative
process when two institutions with dif-

fering goals are involved.
This was proposed to Ot accomplished by

assisting theschool district to
achieve its own goats. An ethnogra-

phic approach was used in order to document
"what works" and "%tat

doesn't work."

The school district's primary concerns centered
around raising

students' performance on achievement tests.
Since the r and d center's

research had revealed some
promising practices toward achieving this

goal, it OAS perceived that
collaboration between the two institutions

would achieve mutual goals.

The strategy agreed upoA was to perform xtensive
analysis of the

'district's data fro, their previous
evaluation studies. Using this

analysis as a guide, promising
teaching practices were to be identi-

fied to alleviate areas of weakness. A concrete set of strategies for

"teachers wes to be produced and implmiented, and the effects studied

and evaluated.
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Nerd documents the circumstances
Which eventually led to disband-

ing the cooperative agreement,
and reflects on lessons learned. Among

these are:

1. Both institutions must
Nare common needs and interests if

true collaboration is to be achieved. Only in this way can

each perceive that there is something to be gained by col-

laborating. 4

2. Joeticipents must agree co devote
the necessary time to joint

endeavors. In this case, collaboration was
perceived to take

much longer since it requires time above and beyond usual ac-

tivities for each participant.

3. Participants should be 'high energy, reaching-out, action-

taking" persons in order to ensure:
motivation and continued

progress.

4. Frequent interaction mane participants is necessary, both

formally in meetings and as often as possible interpersonally.

S. Resources must be shared between
institutions, including funds,

staff, and other resources.
Perceived rewards must be con-

sidered by participants to be worth the investment.

O. Participants who are most collaborative in activities be-

tween institutions probably are
the same persons who are col-

laborative within their own institutions.
These are the

sorts f persons who should be singled out by participating

institutions and assigned to the collaborative effort.

7. Control over the process must be shared awl) participants.

and a certain amount of
risk-taking must be exhibited by all.

B. Individuals from opposite institutions
should be able to per-

ceive collaborative situations
and their potential effects

on the Jther institution.

O. Leadership must be positive and shareo.

10. Patience, persistence, and a willinoness to share are essen-

tial characteristics of participants.

University-Based Collaborative Research

- The notion of collaborating
With schooling personnel for the

pose of conducting research is a recent but recurring interest of

ersity professors.
Four studies serve as examples of attempts to

initiate this strategy. Two build upon the IRADT model described

above, and the other two provide variations. Findings about the col-

laborative research process that were
derived from the studies are

discussed below.

pur -

univ-
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!R&D at Texas Tech University. Nuling (961) odopted the !RIOT

model to devise a strategy for involving university professors in the
School of Education, Teachers Corps staff, and teachers in local
schools in collaborative research on teachers' Instructional problems.
Based on the premise that teachers do not use research findings and
practices in their teaching, nor do they look to research as a means
of solving educational problems, Nuling proposed to:

1. determine whether participation in an IRID project resulted
in a significant change of teachers' concerns about the
use of research findings and practices in their teaching;

and

2. determine %tether participation in an IUD project re-

sulted in teachers acquiring skills, interests, and attitudes
which were likely to prowote their future use of research
findings and practices in teaching.

This study employed a pretest-posttest, control-group design, with
13 teachers in the treatment group and 16 teachers in the control group.
Subjects in the treatment group were participants in an !RAD project
sponsored by the local Teacher Corps project and were provided with
approximately 10 hours of initial training in general research prac-
tices and procedures and in the essential featurei of 1r and d. They

were then divided into 6 teams based upon their research interests and

team member preferences. Etch team consisted of one to three teachers,

one university professor who served as the researcher, and one person
from the Teacher Corps staff who served as the staff developer. Each

team was charged with the responsibility of identifying a research
question, conducting a research project using appropriate methodology
and design, and collaboratively planning a means to disseminate its

research findings.

Data were gathered through three questionnaires (Stages of Concern
About the Innovation, Research-Teaching-Development Skills, Professional

Development) as %ell as open-ended statements of concern. An analysis

of covariance was perfonwed on the questionnaire data, and the open-
ended statements were analyzed using criteria outlined In A Manual for
Assessing Open-ended Statements of Concern About the Innovat on. In

addition, informs] Interviews were conducted for the purpose of identi-

fying teachers' attitudes about the use of researchlinding, and prac-

tices in teaching.

Based upon the analyses and the informal interviews, the following

conclusions %ere made:

1. Teachers who participated in in IUD projoct demonstrated
significantly greater chanoes in concerns about the use of
research findings andlractices in teaching than those who

did not participate in'an MAD project.

2. Teachers who participated in an MAD project demonstrated

significantly higher reseorch-teaching-development skills
than those who did not participate in an IUD project.
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3. Teachers who participated in an 111110 project did not de-

monstrate significantly higher interest in professional
development than those who did not participate in an MID

project.

4. Teachers Ito participated titan MID project demonstrated
a positive attitude about the use of research findings and

practices in teaching.

Muting suggested that.the implications of this study include:

1. The integration of the MAO process into more traditional pro-
grams of staff development may increase the effectiveness of
staff development by providing teachers with opportunities to

develom research skills.

2. The addition of a graduate level course using the MID process
in the course inventory of the university may be an additional
means of addressing the research needs of public shcool prac-
titioners and university research personnel.

3. The amount of field-based research conducted in the future
may be increased by the continuation of an 1111.0 project, In
that-such a project provides university research personnel
with more ready access to public school settings in which to

conduct field-based research.

4. The working relationship of university and public school per-
sonnel mmy be enhanced through the continuation of an !R&D

project in which persons from both institutions work together
to study questions of mutual concern.

1110 on Schooline. iriffin, Lieberman, and Jacullo-Noto (1960)

proposed to replicate the MDT model in three contexts not previously

investigated. Underway since 1980 at Teachers College, Columbia
University, under funding from NIE, the study is midway through its

three-year span. The three contexts-included in the study are:

1. A Teachers' Canter involving four teacher specialists uho ire
responsible for organizing and operating Teachers' Centers
in their respective schools, and a researcher and staff de-
veloper/teacher trainer from Teachers College.

2. The Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCE), an in-
termediate education agency serving several school districts,
involving four secondary teachers from two of these districts,
a researcher frogs-Teachers College, and a itaff develoPer from

the SOCE staff; and

3. A School district involving four elementary school teachers,

. -a researcher who is a teacher with a completed Ph.D., and
the assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction

as staff.develootr.
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The three teamiare charged with identifying a research topic of
concern to teachers, produCtng uplece of research, and utilizing find-
ings to develop staff development-for others. At present, the teams
Are conducting their research, which was reviewed and critiqued exter-
nally bi iXperti:ln order to assure quality.

During the course of each tfam's-conduct of r and d, the Teachers
College staff is ollecting data concerning the characteristics of the
participants, the nature of team interactions, and the rigor and use-,
fulness of outcomes of the research and concomitant staff development.

Findings will serve to inform further implementation of the 11110
strategy. Combined with findings from the Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin
(1979) study, information should be available to determine the-charac-
teristics of participants %filch would predict successful conduct of
!R&D, as well as the nature of necessary technical assistance and re-
sources.

In a preliminary analysis of the 101115 participants' perceptions
regarding research and development, Benjamin (1981) utilized a ques-
tionnaire uhich foccused on four.variables:

1. Interest in Subjects for Teacher Education. This

questionnaire included pedagogical, organizational,

and content area items which might be seen as pos-
sible subjects for in service or,preservice teacher
education. Participants were asked to indicate (a)
the extent of.their own interest in these areas, and
(b) how interesting they believed that teachers in
general perceived these areas to be.

2. Types of Activities for In-Service Education. This ques-

tionnaire included items designed to elicit respondents'
perceptions regarding the types Of activities they valued
as inservice (development) activities.

3. Perceptions of Major Problems Facing Teachers. This goes-
tionnAire was designed to elicit utat team members per-

, ceived to be problems facing teachers and teaching today.
Participants were asked to list five major problems and to
indicaCe what percentage of their peers tould agree that
each is a major Problem.

4. Perception of Skills in Research-and Development. This

questionnaire was designed to find out how skilled each
participant believed himself/herself to be in carrying
our research snd development.

Preliminary analyseS of these questionnaires indicated that in the
area of subject matter, participants interests were highest in the ways
students learn (learning styles, motivation, reinforcement, retention)
and teacher-student interaction. Other areas of high interest were
evaluating student learning, motivating students, new curricula; and
ilassrocm management.
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In the area of activity types, all teams were most enthusiastic
about the exchange of ideas with colleagues and visits to successful

programs. These were followed by presentations by knowledgeable peo-
ple, attendance at professional conferences, independent study or re-
search including self-analysis of teaching effectiveness.

Aa perceived by the teams, the major problems iiied by teachers

included classroom management, discipline, morale, teacher stress, and

instructional techniques. Funding and supPort/encouragement also were

seen to be of mejor importance to a majority of teachers.

In the area of skills in r.and d, all three teams perceived them
selves as being more skilled in development than in research on school-

ing. Areas in which the teachers considered themselves to be most
highly skilled ware in the ability to lead group discussions, moderate
meetines, or facilitate constroctive interactions among personnel; the
ability to prepare instructional materials appropriate to a student's
developmental level; the ability to record classroom eients accurately
and objectively; and the ability to sequence learning activities to
facilitate student learning ILcurriculum or a set of curriculum mate-

rials. In addition, teachers lilt they were skilled in knowledge of
procedures and steps used to develop curriculum materials and in know-
lode, various instructiooal approaches that might be incorporated in-

to curriculum materials. Most teem members (with the exception of the
researcher) expressed grestest weakness in the areas of research design

and statistical techniques.

School Practices laboratory. The College of Education at the

University of Arizona has organized a School Practices laboratory in
order to increase opportunities for research related to teacher edu-
cation, to enhance the research competence of faculty members, and
to extend and improve its relationship with the local educational

community. Fonding is from the university and was acquired by com-
petition among professional schools at the university.

Three research teams supported by the Schooling Practices Lab-
oratory worked toward these goals during the Spring of 1980, the

first phase of Laboratory activity, the experiences of the research

teams in Phase One provides information concerning the process of
research collaboration within the college of education and between

the college and local Public Schools.

Phase Two of the Schooling Practices Laboratory began in Septem-

ber 1960 and continued through,Ney 1981. The decision to fund Phase

Toe teams for iv full ocademic year wes based on the experience of
Phase One teams, Which suggested that the teams would function more
productively if they could work ver-a full school year. One teem

sopported in Phase One was refunded in Phase Two; as a result, the

benefits f longterm funding were investigated. An exaople of the

research is represented by Staley (1980) discussed in the next

section.

A report dOcumenting findings of the project currently is under

preparation. *rice, findings regarding use of collaborative research
under this University-based project cannot be reported at this time.
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Collaborative Action Research in Schools. Just underway is a
collaborative study by professors at two universities Oja and Pine
(1981) to investigate the relationship between developmental stages,
collaborative action research in schools, and individual teacher
change. Specifically, its purpose is threefold, as reflected in the
following questions:

1. To what extent do teachers' stages of development (ego,
moral, and conceptual) influence and affect the changes
they undertake? The context of the changes?

2: How do the contextual variables of the school, i.e., role
definition, rewards, expectations, norms, social climate,
structure, etc. affect individual teacher change?

3. What is the role and impact of action reSearch in the pro.
motion of individual change? Nhat is the Impact of action
research on teachers' psychological development? To what
extent does action research provide support and challenge
for individual teacher change?

According to Oja and Pine, these questions emanate from the liter-
ature which suggests that teachers define the nature and character of
change in a school in qualitatively different ways depending upon the
differences in their stages of development. Stases of development also
appear to affect how they identify problems, conceptualize solutions,
develop programs, one implement classroom innovations. Teachers' stages
of development also appear to influence their abilities to assume mul-
tiple perspectives and to use a variety of coping behaviors in dealing _
with students, colleagues, administrators, and the unpredictable vari-
ables which impinge on their daily life in the school.

Thus, the Oja and Piny inquiry is directed not only by preiious
studies of developmental stages but also by studies of organizational
theory and change and the dual concept of collaborative action re-
search as a methodology for collecting data about teacher change and
as a staff development intervention for promoting change.

The study is designed to reflect a multiple perspective which
takes as its starting point the everyday life of classroom teachers.

The study will report the life world of the teacher es perceived by
teachers and told through their own action research studies. In ad-
dition to teacher action research data, pre-and posttest measures,
interviews, and observations will be used. The collaborative action
research process mdll be documented end *Scribed and the toys in
in which the process affects teachers' perceptions of themselves,
their writin9. their peer relationships, their classroom behavior,
and their teaching will be studied. Case studies of individual change
will bi developed which will describe the relationships between a

teacher's stage cif development and a variety of individual change
variables. From the case studies, action research reports, inter-
views, and observations, school contextual variables will be identi-
fied and described relative to how they affect individual teacher
change.
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Prelimimary findings in the first year of the study will be im-

plemented through a teacher-designed change
demonstration project in

the second year.
Continued documeetation and data collection will

provide inform/tie* co the value of developmental stage theory in im-

proving staff development practices and classroom instruction.

lhe valve of this inquiry is perceived to lie in its paler to

generate implications for the design and implementation of staff de-

velopment programs. Staff development involves individual chanoe and

Oja and Pine speculate that is their research about adult develop-

mental stages, collaborative action research, and teacher change will

lead to ways to make staff development more responsive and more re-

levant in promoting teacher growth and improving instruction.

Research Using the Collaborative Strategy

As indicated, practitioners collaborating in the conduct of educa-

tional research has re-emerged as a viable research process in only the

past few years. Thus, while examples exist as collaborative research

in general (see previous discussion) when the schooling practitioner

participants are limited to teachers only a few pieces of such recent

research have been completed and reported. Several reports that

do exist in which the collaborative research strategy involved teachers

are summerized below by topic of the research.

Classroom Intrusions

lehnke, et al., (1981) reported findings based on research conducted

as a team parilifiating in the IRLOT implementation study cited.above.

The purpose of the team's study was to investigate those events which

disrupt classnmse instruction and to determine the techniques which

teachers use to cope with these distractions. The problem statement

fps derived, in particular, based on the teachers' perception that a

useful approach to increasing the time available for instruction in

their classrooms would be to eliminate as many things that were inter-

fering with teaching and learning as possible.

In this study three types of observations occurred. Two nonpar-

ticipant observers and foe participant observer collected data from

different perspectives. One of the non-participant observers collect-

ed quantitative data abfmt distractions and teachers' coping tech-

niques using an observation checklist. ;ohne the other observer em-

ployed ethnographic techniques (taking detailed descriptive notes re-

eerding teacher student interactions).
The participant observer was

the classroom teacher. The teacher's insights regarding distractions

that occurred, the coping techniques that were utilized, and circum..

stances beyond overt classroom actions that may have influenced the

occurrence of and response to distractions,
were addressed in a daily

log.

Eight primary grade teachers participated in the investigation.

Four WV involved as members of the collaborative r and d team from

the identification of the problem and the generation of the research
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design (Level 1 teachers) through the completion of the research and
training reports. The remaining teachers (Level 2) were recruited
from similar grade levels and schools to provide a larger population
for data collection and participated only in data collection and analy-
sis. As suggested by the types of data outlined above, the r and d
team's intent was not only to identify the types.of distractions and
coping'strategies that occurred.but also to understand the contextual
factors that might have influenced the observed behaviors so as to help
teachers identify effective coping techniques given their specific
classroom situations. In terms of data analysis and reporting, all
Level I and II teachers were actively involved in interpreting both
the quantitative and qualitative data sets. Level I teachers also
wrote case studies describing the contestual, distraction, arod ef-
fective and ineffective coping features in their and the counterpart
Level II teachers' classrboms.

The team found that men), distractions occurred, regularly in the

clissroom. In some classrooms, distractions occurred at a rate of one

per minute. The kinds of distractions which occurred in the eight
classrooms that were studied were similar. In addition, the eight
teachers used similar coping techniques, but the frequency of use and
the manner of utilization seemed to relate to the teachers' management
styles and also to other contextual factors (students and environments).

The teachers in the study were receptive to int tion informa-
tion regarding instructional changes that would reduce the distractions

in their classrooms. Theifound some changes easy to incorporate (e.g.,
provision of additional pencils and erasers resolved one set of di-
stractions; rearrangement of classroom furniture assisted in reducing
the occurrence of other distractions). Other changes in the use of

coping techniques were not too difficult to incorporate with concien-
tious effort (e.g., using a signal to clue a child that his/her actions

were inappropriate). Some new coping techniques were difficult to in-
corporate into the teachers' coping styles (e.g., not reminding a.,

child of classroom rules.).

Conclusions related to the strengths and weaknesses of the re-
search methods included strong statements by the teachers about the

complementary nature of the qualitative and quantitative data sources.
They felt these two sources tended to validated many findings which
independently might not have been noted. In fact, some of the weak-

nesses in the data collection procedures were uncovered by the power
of the quantitative-qualitative design.

Effects of Reducing Class Size

filby, et al., (1980) studied the effects upon academic perfor-
mance of students at the second grade when class Size yes reduced.

following upon previous research on class size, including a meta-
analysis of such studies commissioned by the project to Smith and Glass
(1979), this study was conducted to investigate the application of
concepts revealed in the meta-analysis to an explanation of class-size
effects. Two sites were involved, one in Virginia and a second in
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California, each consisting of two second-grade classes. Teachers and

principals collaborated with researchzrs
to assign some students ran-

domly from each of the two classes to a third class, thereby reducing

class size in the original
classes from 20,to 13 in Virginia and 35 to

22 in California.
Data collection consisted of naturalistic observa-

tion by nonparticipant
observers, predefined quantitative observation

related to specific categories
of behavior, teacher journals, and in-

terviews between teachers and researchers.

Collaboration of teachers consisted
primarily of (1) assignment

Of student sample to reduced classes, (2) participation in data col-

lection through keeping journals and
interviews, and ( 3) infonnal

discussions and meetings between
teachers and researchers during

data collection.
heciprocally, researchers made extra resources and

assistance available to the teachers.

Analysis and reporting wss accomplished by the researchers. In-

dividual case studies were prepared
for each of the classes. An across-

cases analysis revealed four areas wherein general patterns prevailed:

1.' Classroom management seemed easier
and was more ef -

fective when class-size was reduced. Classes seemed

to function more smoothly
with reduced size, and fewer

discipline problems were reported by teachers. Student

attention rates were higher, and students were reported

to be absent less often in the smaller classes.

2. Although teachers were required to teach a prescribed

curriculum at both sites, some
variation in implemen-

tation occurred.
These varied across the teachers.

Variations included diverting time frca whole group

to Small group instruction;
completing prescribed work

more quickly; adding curriculum enrichment activities,

or spending time in-depth with lessons; and Including

more time for inforsal
interaction between tedcher and

students.

3. Increased occurrences of seme form of individualiza-

tion of instruction were observed. These ranged from

increasing teacher's time with each Student during

seetwork to decreasing time for Informal interaction.

One teacher, In addition,
supplemented group lessons

with more Imdividualized assignments. On the other

,
hand, small groups which had been a feature of each

of these classes did not change
In structure or size.

4. Teachers' perceptions were that smaller class-size

was more favorable. They cited'the above three

reasons, and In addition commented that they were

more relaxed and felt better about what they were

doing, particularly with having more time to spend

with each child.
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In discussing the outcomes of the researih, Cahen, Filby,

McCutcheon, and Kyle (in press) stated that a richer portrayal of

the classroan was possible because
the teacher.perspective wcs in-

cluded during data collection and interpretation. The noted that

this portrayal was important to
identifying as many changes as pos-

sible resulting from reduced class size. They also indicated that

the degree and type of
teacher-collaboration can influence the re-

search since the relevance of
existing data sources may be ques-

tioned through interaction with the teachers.

Basic Skills Instruction in Process-Centered Teaching

Staley (1980) reports collaborative
research focusing on how

basic skills are delivered in a classroom in which process-centered

teaching is the mode of instruction.
This study derived from a set

of studies undertaken by the Schooling Practices Laboratory at the

College of Education. University of
Arizona which wss designed to

engage professors and teachers
in collaborative research as a way

of bridging and strengthening
relationships among members of the

local educational community (see earlier discussion).

The objectives of the study were (1) to determine where, when,

and how basic skills instruction
occurred in a process centered

classroom, (2) to acquire baseline data
regarding this procedure for

potential use in staff development,
(3)-to-collect observational,data

for potential use by other
researchers, and (4) to generate hypotheses

for further study. The two teachers who were
the subjects of this stu-

dy team-taught in a second grade classroom. According to previous re-

ports, they had been highly
successful in teaching basic skills, but

because basic skills instruction was
integrated with all other instruc-

tion -- a basic tenet of the
process-centered approach -- the teachers

did not know when durjng a school
day, and how, basic skills, instruction

took place. Data collection consisted of
six days of nonparticipant

observation over a two week period, with obseriers dictating their

field notes for later transcription,
and two days of videotaping class-

room interactions. Analysis was acccmplished by the university re-

searchers and one of the two teachers.

While the findings were inconclusive
with regard to where, when,

and how basic skills were taught within this process-centered approach

(the research team recognized that
acquisition of such data was the

next step to be accomplished, since the research etkods seployed did

not provide appropriate data for answering their question), the,study

revealed weight cconditions under
which it was possible for effective

basis skills learning to occur In a process-centered approach. These

are when:

I. Teachers use a variety of methods in appropriate ways

at appropriate times.

2. That which is being taught is
taught through the use of

meaningful and purposeful context
rather than in isola-

tion of children's real-life
interests and activities.
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3. Teachers provide direct learning
experiences with process

skills of thinking and
interacting with other individuals.

4. The teachers aregable to
establish a climate of trust,

warmth, respect and caring among all
members-of the class-

room.

S. The teachers ire aware of and have consern for meeting in-

dividual needs of children.

There Is a consistent push or
pressure by the teachers to

manage time $o that
learning is always occurring and the

quality of this !earning is as high as possible.

7.
Teachers are able to create or modify curricular activities

te meet the needs of their classroom and their students.

I. Teachers have a personal and professional commitment to

help one,another, to share
freely of their Ideas, and to

work extra hours if necessary.

In his description of the research
study, Staley Included several

comments that point out the sorts of analyses that
were carried out

and insiehts that were eained from the collaborative effort. The

majority ef these should not
have occurred, had the practitioners nee

been en the research team. For example, he indicates that the par-

ticipating teachers viewed the classroom videotapes
with the research-

ers and described the kinds of things that were
done earlier in the

year that lead up to the instructionel processes
recorded on the taPes.

IR addition, c011aboratory
viewing and analysfs of the videotapes bY

the teachers
principal, and two university

researchers served to

verify the c;edibility of the categories of cclassroom
activities that

contribute to the learning of
basic skills that had originally been

identified by the researchers. In tarn, analysis of the transcript of

the dialogue that occurred
during these videotape

viewings resulted in

an unanticipated, but
important set of findings. The team further

identified several !earning
outcomes that are products of good process-

oriented education but not
standardized test scores, e.g., asking

through provoking questions,
finding and utilizing resources.

.Teachers' Perceptions of Effective
Bilingual Instruction

Tikunoff, it al., (1981)
utilized teachers in the analysis of

their data as one 17 several protedures in
order to Identify signi-

ficant features of bilingual instruction.

This Study is pert of large, fleld-based study of significant

bilingual instructional features
and their consequences

for no or lim-

ited English-language proficient
students (LE15). the study currently

is into its 'second phase and is being
conducted at eight national

sites at the elementary school level. Among the various data sets

constructed for the,58 classrooms
which participated in

Part I of

the study were narrative
descriptions of teachers as they interacted

with students durIng instruction. These protocols were constructed
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from field notes dictated by
nonparticipant observers based on two

full days of classroom instruction.
Setting protocols depicting

the classroom setting and atmosphere in general also were included

in this analysis.

Questions guiding the analysis in which the teachers participat-

ed were: (1) What features of bilingual instruction,do practicing

bilingual teachers in the study sample identify as being significent

in their own instruction? in the
instruction of others in the teach-

er sample? (2) What are the perceived consequences for LEPs of the

significant bilingual instructional
features identified by the teach-

ers In the sample? (3) What is the frequency with which ipstructienal

features identified as significant by the sample teachers occurred

during instruction when data were collected?

The teacher sample consisted of 58
bilingual teachers who were

nominated at their respective sites as
being among the most successful

bilingual Instructors at their site.
Of these, 43 were able to accept

the Invitation to participate In analysis of their classroom data.

Oats analysis took,lace following the
close of school in Summer

1981 at each of six sites. Teachers first read their own protocols,

identifying and labeling those
instructional features they deemed

to be significant in terms of producing positive consequences for

their LEPs. Then, they scored the Orotocols of two other teachers

selected annonymously at their site. For these, they noted when

significant features/consequences in
thse classrooms were similar

to and when they were different
from those in their own class. The

entire set of analyses then were
returned to the research team, which

conducted a constant comparative analysis
across the entire set,

deriving a set of 70 categories of
significant features based on

the language the teachers used to
describe the features they Identi-

fied. These 70 categories were further
assigned to eight thematic

groups. Finally, a subset of the research,team
conducted a second

analysis across the protocols of all
58 classroces to determine

the frequency with which the-teacher
nominated features were observed

to have occurred In the classrooms of the sample.

Analysis revealed that the significant bilingual instruction

features which the teachers
Identified fell into three general groups:

I. Those features ascribed generally to effective In-

struction of basic skills. These are divided into

five citegories: (a) teacher maintains goal-oriented,

business-like athmosphere, (b) teacher clearly pre-

sents information and
communication, (c) classroom is

managed effectively to obtain and maintain students'

engagement in tasks, (d) students' wort is monitored

and appropriate adjustments
made to ensure progress

toward achieving success, and (e) students receive

frequent feedback such that they know when they have

achieved success or they know what they must do to

achieve success. These constituted 79 percent of the

nominationsl.
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2. Language development techniques received the next high-

est number of nominations (11 percent). These focused

on both formal development of students language, i.e..

lessons allocated to language development, aftd informal

development of students' language, i.e., stratggies for

developing language during another lesson focui (such as

insisting on full sentences uhen responding). In addi-

tion, language development focused both on English-

language proficiency and on proficiency In the child's

native language.

3. The third group of significant features focused on ethno-

linguistically -relevant procedure, and behaviors (4 per-

cent). These were characterized by teachers either as

being in response to cultural cues intiated by students,

or making use of knowledge of the culture for delivering

and/or mediating instruction. (because these frequently

Occurred during other instructional behaviors, only the

most obvious wereincluded in this latter group. This,

it is likely that further analysis will reveal such fea-

tures in greatef depth.)

Speaking to the hmwzrtance of teacher participation in the data

analysis, likunoff, et. al, note that participation of the teachers

allowed them to determine whether constructs would be identified that

were important to teachers but missing from the data collection scheme

designed by the researchers. This, in fact did occur in the ethno-

linguistically-relevant procedures and behaviors group. Further, a

lexicon of constructs or tenes was developed that describes signifi-

cant instructional features in teachers' own terms, *hereby increasing

the likelihood of other teachers understanding and reLvgnizing the

utility of the research outcomes.

Acquisition of Writing Literacy

Researcners at the Institute for research on Teaching, Michigan

State University have been investigating
the process of writing in-

struction for the past few years. Clark and Florio (1981) report

one of the studies that has been conducted. This is a naturalistic

study of schooling and the acquisition of written literacy. The

luestions that 9uided the research were:

I. Mat is the nature of the process of acquisition

of written literacy as it is realized in school?

2. Mow does tht ecquisition process work in classrooms?

Aal
It should be noted that instruction across this

sample of teachers

was delivered in English-only 65 percent of the time. The reminder

of the time, Instruction was delivered in the child's native Ian -

9uage or bilingually.
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3. What are the implications of this information for
curriculum, instruction, and teacher. education?

The study was conducted in two classrooms in a mid-Michigan sub-

urban comunity. One classroom'wes a combined second/third grade, the

other classroom was a sixtW,grade. The research team consisted of six

researchers and a two-person team of teachers in each classroom. One

teacher was the focal teacher.

The data sets included the following:

I. field notii of classroom participant obiervations;

2. periodic videotapes of classroom activity;

3. viewing sessions in which focal teachers discussed

and analyzed videotapes made in their classrooms;

4. Interviews with both teachers and students about
the writing done in their cclassrooms:

S. weekly journals kept by focal teachers recording
their thoughts about the process of writing in
their glassrocms; and

6. naturalistically collected samples of student

writing.

Teachers collaborated in the research by serving as subjects, by

collecting some data as participant observers in the instructional pro-

cess, and by participating in data analysis and synthesis activities

with the researchers. It is also important to note that the research

team was of an interdisciplinary nature,
involving researchers from dif-

fering perspectives so as to enhance the research.

Findings focused on the forms and functions of writing as an in-

school instructional activity. The final report cites the following:

I. Although it is comonly Imitated that children do
not write in school and that tiachers do not teach .

writing, wm have observed that writing is ubiqui-

tous there. If one does not limit one's view to

formal instruction in writing, one finds that

writing is, indeed ,. a commonly taken expressive
option in the academic and social life of the

classroom.

2. Writing has many forms and functions in the class-

room. Related to these, children and teacher(s)

play different roles depending on the social con-

texts In which writing is undertaken. Sometimes

children are individual authors, sometimes they

iollaborate. Some audiences are present or near

at hand. Others'are abkent. Sometimes the teach-

er is a helper, sometimes a critic, and sometimes

an audience for student writing.

3. Key among the functions that writing served in the

classrocws studied are the following:
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a. writing to know,eneself end others,

b. writing to occupy free time,

c. writing to participate in community, and

d. writing to demonstrate academic achievement.

Each of these functions of writing is an instance
of:writing In use within the classroom and/or wid-

er social ilieu. Familiarity with the variety

f forsn of writing available and the functions

they can perform is a major part of whet it means

to have Acquired written literacy. In the class-

room there is much incidental acquisition of lit-

eracy as children and their teacher(s) engage in

everyday social and acedemic life.

4. Writing is also taught explicitly and directly.

However, It is not taught and/or planned for in
terms either of discrete compositional or grommet-

'Icel skills or in terms of individual lessons or

activities. Rather more typical Is the long-range

planning for writing that results in the develop-

ment of occasions for writing. Occasions for writ-

ing appear to be meaningful instructional units

for teachers. They are typified by the following

features:

a. occasions for writing have a duration long

enough to link multiple activities.

b. activities constituting an occasion for writing

arise in the context of or are planned with re-

ference to classroom and community life,

c. activities are linked thematically over time

within an ocassion, and

d. activities constituting an occasion are expres-

sive in nature and mmy involve multiple modes

on the continuum of oral-written expression

(e.g., writing, drawing, speaking before an

audience, reading, etc.).

S. Occasions for writing frequently involve skill

integration both among the languaoe arts of speak-

ing, listening, reading and writing, and across

subject areas. In additicm they often Integrate

school and non school life experiences of the stu-

dent writers.

Ctcasions for writing require a range of kinds of,

teacher Planning including the ad-hoc seizing of

opportunities to write in the course of everyday

school life; proactive planning to develop ways

to support and maintain expressive activities;

post-hoc reflection upon classroom life and writ-

ing to identify potential occasions for writing
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'and ways to anrich them as opportunities to use

Multiple expressive forms and perform many com-
municative functions; and creations of curriculum
for and with students in an instructional area
marked by the absence of prepared materjals, dis-

trict mandates, or ready-made evaluation instru-
ments. (Clark st_p.1., 1981, pp. .22-23)

While the results of this study add much to the limited knowledge-
base regarding writing ana acquisition of written literacy, the impli-

cations proposed by yark and Florio warrant attention here. They

make the following recommendations:

I. That descriptive studies of schaof writing in set-
tings different from those documented by this study

should be undertaken.

2. More focused descriptive, correlational, or ex-
perimental studies of specific factors Identified
in this study as important elements in school writ-

ing be conducted.

3. Inquiry into ways of relating research on written
literacy (Its process and findings) to the practice
of teaching should be made.

Throughout the research report, Clark and Florio mentioned data
sources and findings that were accessible because of the teacher par-

ticipants. For instance, they noted the issules with which the
teachers wrestled-explicitly or implicitly (underline emphasis is

ours) such as the question of audfince, the use of models, etc.
They suggested that these issues constituted an answer to the ques-
tion, "hty is writing difficult to teach In school?' They brought

out the "sense-making' of participants in complex teaching and learn-

ing activities. They discussed the ways in which they used teacher
thinking to obtain interpretive-frameworks to apply to other infer-

encefthey themselves drew from various data sets. They pointed out

the importance of grounding recommendations for the practice of

teaching in the wisdom and experience of practitioners in orde to
facilitate future use of the processes of inquiry and the findings

of research.

4/14
Vhole-schobl Inquiry Concerning Comeon Issues

As noted earlier, Mi Goan, et al., (1981) conducted inquiry with

an entire elementary school faarty. One piece of collaborative re-

search which was accomplished within this Inquiry included answering

the questions of the 11 participating teachers. At the same time,

Ahis portion of the overall study focused on the general research

question: When instructional events are studied from the ecological

perpectives, what relationships appear to produce more successful

outcomes for students?
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The sample for thf; Stody
coosfsted of 10 of the teachers and

their 2)9 students. The data set consisted of classroom observations,

some <which focused on
the teacher and some on target students;

teacherlreporti, teacher interviews, and student interviews. The

classroom observation data
consisted of narrative, descriptive pro-

tocols. The teacher reports consisted
of self-reports by five of

She participating teachers on
the instructional events that were

in which the teachers were given a list of questions about

what they intended to accomplish
in the lessons that were observed

aod'asked to respond to these questions on they own while talking

into an audio-cassette recorder.
Five other teachers were interviewed

by the researchers before and
after the observed lessons. These in-

terviews asked the teacher to
describe the activities that were

planned for the lesson and to comment on the skills students would

be required to use, and how they expected various students to perform

(pre event interview). In the post event interviews, teachers were

asked to give their impressions
of how the activities had gone and

how particular students had performed. The students interviews were

cooducted with the target students.
The interviews foccused on ga-

thering student perceptions about
tne lesson and their own perform-

once.

A cross-classroom analysis of the questions of interest to the

teachers eeeee lad three emergent
themes that,were included in the

data analysis. These were: (1) how teachers could encourage co-

operative behavior among
students, (2) how independent learning

skills could be developed in
students, and (3) how discussion skills

could be developed in students
so that they participated productively

in class discussions.
Using the above data Sets, case descriptions

were develooed for each class. A cross-cases analysis led the

following findings with relation to
*what worked" to produce the

three desired-oitcomes listed above. These were:

I. To establish cooperative behavior among students,

teachers should: .

a. Establish formal, explicit task structures

that require cooperative behavior;

b. Specify who is to work with whom;

c. Specify who is to do which part;

d. Specify what is to be accomplished by each

participant and all of the students fn a group

collectively.

2. TO establish independent learning
skills, teachr

ers should:

a. Establish specific assignments where in-
dependent learning skills are to be used;
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b._ Specify amount of work to.be accomplished dur-

ing In-oloss period of

c. Specify general objective students must work

toward;

d. Allow students to independently select and re-

search particular topic(s) or subassignment(s);

e. Teach students appropriate skills for finding

and using best available resources.

3. To develop discussion skills, teachers should:

a. Plan for discussion period
within context of

recitation lesson;

b. Select topic related to the experiences of

all children;

c. Teachers increase awareness of their own verbal

behavior;

d. Encourage participation of all students.

The researchers also obtained
answers to their questions. The

results indicated that in classes
where students showed the most

competent participation -- by staying on task,
interacting with the

teacher and other students
in appropriate ways, and

producing a wor:\___Ji

product of acceptable quality - 1 work-activity features we/

observed in combination that were
not present in classes where stu-

dents showed less competent participation. These features included:

(1) the greater use of formal
grouping arrangements so that students

received more supervision and
teacher assistance; (2) assignments

where students were held
accountable for a-specific amount of work

to be done during the
period; and (3) assignments where teachers

guided students through the lesson content.

From the collaborative
research viewpoint, this study adds yet

another dimension to the value of the research strategy per se. First,

it Shows that teachers and
researchers need not necessarily seek an-

swers to the same qustions.
However, addition of the teachers ques-

tions expands the data analysis to areas that
might not otherwise be

pursued. Second, the
intent-actual-behavior-Interpretation of what

was accomplished that
served as the nucleus of this study could not

have been obtained without teacher collaboration.
It represents the

type of 16-depth complex
data to which we referred in the earlier

discussion of the reasonS-for collaborative research.

How Children Lexrn to Read

A piece.of collaborative
research which has"beeft underway for

several years is being conducted by Chfttenden
and his colleagues
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at ETS. The fundamental goal of the project, according Le ChitteNden,

et al., (1977) is 'to document and analyze the different ways that

lEfiffaren love into the skills of beginning reeding and progress to-

ward reading proficiency.' Along with documenting Individual chil-

drens'-patterns in this regard, the study also hopes to develop a

theoretical framework for explaining
childrens' reading behavior and

progress.

Teachers have been involved'in planning and developing research

procedures, in data collection, in data analyill, and in reporting

findings. Thirty-seven teachers were involved the first year.,.and

others have since joined the research effort.
Teachers serve as par-

ticipants on a teem consisting of, besides themselves, an observer

and a researcher. Oats collection includes interviews with students,

samples of their mark, oral reeding samples, general classroom ob-

servation, and interviews with teachers focusing on target students

learning and development.

Writing Instruction at the Elementary School

Another collaborative study of writing instruction at the ele-

mentary school level has been conducted by Van Nostrand, et al.,

(1181). The focus of this study was upon the nature of IWTt-fiig in-

struction: how teachers instruct elementary school students in

writing, what forms this instruction takes, what activities engage

students during writing instruction, and what the effects of this

instruction is upon student writing itself. As a result of the re-

search, a descriptive model of writing instruction was developed

which accounts for both the characteristics and the variations of

this instructional process.

Researchers used a nomination procedure to identify nine success-

ful teachers of writing. They were invited to participate in the re-

search and became integral members of the research team. Besides the

teachers, three researchers from a university comprised the team.

Teachers collaborated by foneulating data collection procedures, col-

lecting dita, analyzing data, and interpreting findings. The nature

of the research required that data be collected and analyzed in cycles,

each succeeding cycle building upon and informed by the previous cycle.

In this wey, implicit theories about writing instruction became public,

and writing instruction practices and
students' responses to the task

demands inherent in these that were observed in earlier cycles pro-

vided information for categorization and
testing in the next cycle of

data collection. Across time, a set of constructs were developed,

collaboratively derived by teachers and researchers, to describe the

process of writing instruction and the
activities engaged in by stu-

dents during this instruction.
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Among the wide variety of data analyses,that were conducted by

the collaborative team was identification of several kind: of.studtnt

characteristics and juxtaposition of these with the writing outcome.

The data that were derived supported the teachers' insights about the

effects of the various characteristics on writing ability. Grade

level was either unrelated to writing outcome or related so impre-

cisely that it appeared to be of little use in developing a scope and

sequence for progressive control over the constraints on the writing

process. Socioeconomic status and gender also appeared to have little

effect on students' abilities. On the other hand, ability in reading,

ability and mathematics, and writing at home were positively related

to changes in the error patterns of the writing outcome.

The research effort also-built around the investigation of ways

to design effective writing instruction. Collaborative research was

integral to the wort to be carried out because the components of writ-

ing instruction in'the classroom needed to be modified and manipulated

to answer this question. Further, the researchers felt that it was

important to have teachers describe what they.did in writing instruc-

tion. These descriptions emphasized the recursive quality of this

task. The researchers indicated that this critical feature of instruc-

tion probably would not have been found without such teacher input.

Based on the data collected, the reserchers concluded that writing

instruction is far more complex that insit,generally thought to be,

and this complexity lies In the responsive nature of the teacher's

interaction with individual students at their tasks.

Summarx.

A summery of how teachers Participated in the research proCess

in the eight iiieces of collaborative research presented above appears

In Te*".. I.

The steps in the research process depicted in Table I begin with

formulation of the research question and move to formulating data

collection procedures, collecting data, analyzing it, interpreting

and reporting findings, and implementing findings. In a 'Pure' form

of collaborative research, the teacher would be involved in all these

steps. As can be seen from Table 1, only the Behnke, et al., (1981)

research involved teachers in each of these steps. A cauTronary note

is necessary, however. This table is merely descriptive and should

not be misconstrued to be evaluative. There are good reasons for in-

volving teachers at various stages of the conduct of a piece of re-

search given the nature of the inquiry. Thus, we, by presenting this

informetion, are not advocating that teachers ought to be Involved

at every stage.
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Table 1

Collaborative Activities Involving Teachers in Research

STUDY
'

eachers cos a ore ed w t reserc ers n t e To Tow n :

FOrmulat-
ing Ile-

search

Question

Formulating
data collec-
tion proced-

ures

Collect-
ing data

Data
analysis

Interpre=-impIement.
tation,
reporting
findings

ing find-

ings

Staley (lW)
Tikeneff, et el. (1,60)
Clark, et 11%-llgel)
Woke, et-il. Mill)
MO, erer (1,110)
Mitmen, et-i). 01110
Chittemk-IT;Iit el. IRMO)

Van Nostrend:-irel.
Min

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

t

X
X

X
X
X

X

X-

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Nevertheless, the table reveals that in this collection of col-

laborative research studies, teachers most frequently were utilized

as participants in the process of data analysis, and next most fre-

quently for collecting portions of the data. This would indicate

attendance to ene of the propositions stated earlier, that teachers

provide through their insights deeper understanding of both the con-

text Sn *Mich teaching and learning take place and the complexity of

the Classroom as a social-instructional system. In iddition, teach-

ers in kalf the studies contributed to formulating data collection

procedures. This lends credence to another prcoosition stated

earlier, that data collection procedures which are most naturalistic-

to the classroom will yield the oust useful data for describing in-

structional practices in ways that teachers understand.

Only three studies used teachers to formulate the research ques-

tions. This is not surprising given that most research is a part of

researcher's career agenda or is formulated in the office of a fund-

ing agency. Another three studies used teachers to interpret and re-

port findings. Given the busy lives of teachers, we propose that

their involvement in this activity illustrates a high level of commit-

ment. Finally, two studies utilized teachers to implement findings.

In both instances, this wes an integral part of their researCh design

%Mich is not en ousel educational reseerch requirement, This does

not suggest that implementation requirements should not be included.

It only states that, typically, they are not.

Mese date eerier to support what we stated earlier: the defi-

nitions of collaborative rusearch differ across the varicus studies-
Where collaboration is utilized, it is grounded in the procedures

used. In order to advance our knooledge regarding the payoffs of

collaborative research, it is important to understand why and nhen
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practitioners are included in the r and d process and to learn how

they contributed to and/or detracted from the actual research. Only

Sn the Behnke, et al., study do we know this information. (This wes'

obtained because II-Uas conducted during the study of the implemen-

tation of the IRAN strategy.) By studying other collaborative re-

research efforts, as is being done with the current IUD on School-

ing study at Teachers College and the 0.0 and Pine (Mg study

cited earlier, additional information about the contributions of

collaborative research will be obtained.

Conclusions

eased on the /Mee review of the definitions of collaborative
research being applied by varicus r and d teael, the reasons for con-

ducting colleborative r and d, the studies that have been completed

of various collaborative research processes, and the outcooes of a

few illustrative research studies, in our opinion, the foliating con-

clusions may be drawn:

I. Because the forms of collaboration vary, the definition-of

what,constitutes %collaboration* in research also varies. The def-

initions seem grGunded by the participants and the institutions they

represent, but generally four elements seem to be essential charac-

teristics of the collaborative research process as it is defined in

the "ideal sense": (a) researchers and practitioners work together

at all phases of r Ind d process, (b) the research effort focuses on

'real world" as well as theoretical problems,
(c) mutual growth and

respect occurs among all participants, and (d) attention is given to

development and implementation issues from the beginning of the

r and d process.

2. Research conducted toward understanding the collaborative

process has focused on the process itself as well as upon the par-

ticipants. Across this body of research a set of participant char-

acteristics and process variables is emerging which predicts success-

ful collaboration. Sufficient of these characteristics have betn

identified in multiple studies to recommend
their use by others in

organizing and operationalizing collaborative
research activity.

The include participant characteristics and previous experience,

parity and communication issues, institutional
relationship matters,

and timeline issues. In addition, these studies reveal the sorts of

resources and technical assistance that are necessary to sustain such

an effort.

3. Research on instruction Conducted utilizing the collabo-

rative process wherein teachers and
researchers (end sometimes oth-

ers) are the participants is, at the very least, more difficult to

accomplish than research conducted without this collaborative par-

ticipation. Four characteristics are descriptive of research on

which teachers have been collaborators:
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(a) Teacher collaboration.mekes more possible investigating
and understanding the complexity of the instructional
procesS and the context In which classroom Instruction
occurs.

(b) While findings are not unusual when compared to noncol7

laboratim, research, they appear to be more robust and
externally valid.

(c) Teachers perceive the findings from collaborative re-
search in which teachers were participants to be more
Immediately useful because variables apparently are

described and defined using terminolow which seems more
natural for the classroom teacher.

(d) Teachers who collaborated in the research utilize the
data collection procedures and processes for Inquiring
into their ohm classrooms and making decisions about
adjusting instruction.

(e) All participants obtain now insights and understandings
about their and the other participants' roles In the
educational process.

Finally, we would like to restate a recommendation that was
mode in the original IRAOT study:

[Collaborative r and d] should be used for con-
ducting a portion of the educational r and d ef-
fort at the national, state, and metal education
levels. The more the r and d outcomes are in-
tended to result in Improvements In education
that art to be used by classroom teachers, the
more Important the use of the strategy becomes.
(Tikunoff, Ward, and Griffin, 1979, p. 484).
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DEMME, G., LAIORITZ, E. M.,
SENNETT, J., CHASE, C., DAY, J., LAZAR, C.,

MITTLEMOLTZ, D. Coping with classroom distrctions. The Elementary

School Journal, 81, 3, January, 1981.

In this article, the San
Diego IRADT team prw;ents their study andjhe

model which meerged during
the implementation of the IRADT strategy.

The purpose of this study was to investigate those events **fah disrupt

classroom instruction and to determine the techniques which teachers use to

cote with these distractions.

In this study three types of observations occurred. Two nee-participant

observers and Doe participant
observer collected data from different perspec-

tives. One of the non-participant
observers collected quantitative data us-

ing an bservetion checklist,
while the other observer employed ethnographic

techniques (taking detailed rotes).
The parficipant observer was the class- .

rmme teacher. The t.eacher's insights regarding
distractions and coping tech.

niques utilized and circumstances
beyond overt classroomfactions were addressed

in a daily,log.

Eight primary grade teachers participated
in the investigation. Four

were Involved in the
identification of the problem and the generation of the

research design (Level 1 teachers).
The remaining teachers (Level 2) were

recruited from similar grade levt s
end schools to provide a larger population

for data collectioo.

In this Study, it was found that there were many distrctions occurring

regularly. In some classrooms, distractions were
occurring at a rate of one-

per minute. The kinds of distractions which
occurred in the eight primary

grade classrooms were found to be very similar. The eight teachers of the

study used similar coping
techniques, but the frequency of usi'ind the manner

of utilization served to relate to the teachers' management
styles and also

to other contextual factors (students and environments).

The teachers in the Study were receptive to Intervention,Inforeation.

Thoy found some changes easy to
incorporate (e.g., additional pencils and

erasers resolved one Set of
distractions; rearrangement of classvaom furni-

ture assisted in reducing the occu'rrence 4f other distractiOns). Other

changes in the use of coping
techniques were not too difficult to Incorporate

with conscientious effort (e.g.,
using a signal to clue a child that his/her

actions were Inappropriate).
Other new coping techniques were very difficult,

or not possible, to incorporate into the teachers'vcoping styles (e.g., not

rmminding a child of classroom rules).

Same additional conclusions relate to
strengths and weakness of the re-

search methods. Ons strong point was the complementary
nature of the quali-

tative end quantitative date sources.
These two sources tended to validate

meny findings, which independently
might not have been noted. Actually,

some o the mmaknesses 'n the data collecting procedures mere uncovered by

the power of the quantitative-qqalltative design.
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SENJAMIK, S. Preliminary Analysis of IUDS Participants' Perceptions Regard-

fivg Research Development, and the Problems of Teachers. Report III.

lew fork, NY: Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute, undated.

This preliminary report provides an overview of IRADS participants' per-

ceptions regarding subject and activities for in-servite education and their

own research and development
skills. "Three teams that are currently partici-

pating In the Interactive Research and
Development on Schooling project it the

Horace Mann-Lincoln Instiate responded to four questionnaires in fall 1980.

The questionnaires were as follows:'

1. Interest in Subjects for Teacher Education: This questionnaire

included pedagogical, organizations%
end content area Items which

might be seen as possible subjects for in-service or pre-service

teacher education.
Participants.were asked,to indicate (a) the

extent of thir own interest in these areas, and (b) how interest-

ing they believed that teachers in general perceived these areas.

2. Types of Activities for In-Service Education. This,questionnaire

included items designed to elicit respondents' percePtioni,regird-

ing the types of activities they value as inservice (development)

activities.

3. Perceptions of Major Problems Facing Teachers. This questionnaire

was designed to elicit what team memIers perceived to be Problems

facing teachers and.tesching today.
Participants were asked to

llst 5 major problems and to indicate
what percentage.of their peers

would agree that each is a major problem.

4. Perception of Skills in Research and Development. This questionnaire

was desi-gned to find out how skilled each participant believes him-

self/herself to be in carrying out research and development.

Preliminary analyses of these questionnaires
indicates that in the area of

subject matter, participants' interest was
highest in the ways students learn

(learning styles, motivation, reinforcement,
retention) and teacher-stodent in-

teraction. Other areas 9f high interest were evaluating student learning; mo-
,

tivating students; new curricula classroom management.

In the fires of activity types, all
teams were most enthusiastic about the

exchange of ideas with colleagues and visits to successful programs. These

were followed by presentations by knowledgeable people;
attendance at profes-

sional conferences; independent study or research including self-analysis of

teaching effectiveness.

The major problews faced by teachers included classroom menagemegt, dis-

cipline, morale, teacher stress, and instructional techniques. Funding and

Support/encouragement were also problems seen to be of major importance to a

majority of teachers.

In the area of skills in rid, ail three teams perceived.themselves as

being more skilled in developrent than
inresearch on schooling. Other areas

that teachers considered themselves most
highly skilled were in the ability
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to lead group
discussions, moderate

meetings, or facilitate constructive in-

teractions among
personnel; the ability to prepare instructional

materials

appropriate to a student's
developmental level; in the ability to record

classroom events
accurately and objectively;

in the ability to sequence

learning activities
to facilitate

student learning fn
curriculum or set of

curriculum mmterials.
In addition, teachers

felt they were skilled fn the

knowledge of procederes
and steps in developing

curriculum materials and in

the knowledge of various instructional
approaches that might be incorporated

into curriculum materials.

Most team webers (with
the exception of the researcher) expressed

greatest weakness in
the areas of research

design and statistical techniques.
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CLARK, CA., FLORIO, S. and others. Understanding writing in schools: A

descriptive study of writing and its instruction in two classrooms.

Final Re ort. East Lansing, MI: Institute for Research on Teaching,

1981.

Thfs report details a naturalistic study of schooling and the acquisi-

tion of written literacy. The questions that guided the research were:

I. What is the nature of the process of acquisition of written liter-

acy as ft is realized in sLhool?

2. How does the acquisition process wort in classrooms?

3. What are the implications of this information for curriculum,

instruction, and teacher education? .

The,study was conducted in two classrooms in a mid-Michigan suburban

community. One classroom was a combined second/third grade, the other class-

room was-a sixth grade. The research team consisted of 6 researchers and a

two-person team of teachers in each classroom. One teacher was the focal

teacher.

The data sets included the following:

I. field notes of classroom participant observations;

2. periodic videotapes of classroom activity:

3. viewing sessions in which focal teachers discussed and analyzed

videotapes made in their classrooms;

4, interviews with both teachers and students about the writing done

fn their classrooms;

5. weekly journals kept by focal teachers recording their thoughts

about the process ef writing in their classrooms; and

6. naturalistically collected samples of student writing.

While'the results of this study odd much to the limited knowledge-base

of writing and acquisitions of written
lfieracy, the implications proposed by

Clark and Florio worrant highlight here.
They make the following recommenda-

tions:

1. That descriptive studies of school writing in settings different

from those documented by this study should be undertaken.

2. Mbre focused descriptive, correlational, orAxperfmental studies

of specific factors identified in this study as important eleeents

fn school writing be conducted.

3. Inquiry into ways of relating research on written literacy (its

processes and findings) to the
practice of teaching should be mode.
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FARMER, James A. Indigenous, Interactional Research. Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the Alerican EducatfOnal Research
Association, New York

City, 1$71.

The objective of the Inquiry was to develop fndigenous research methodo-

logy Meted at minimizing the gap between educational research and practice.

The intent WS not to produce a final, or even a complete solutice to the

problem, but rather to Suggest a procedure which, ff employed, would provide

partial closure.

Alternative ways to bridge the gap were examined, including various

types of linkage systems as well as inductive and deductive approaches. Grow-

ing out of this examination, m process was developed which combined theoretical-

deduction and mapirical-deduction with a procedure utich had its derivation in

symbolic interactionist theory and methodology. The resulting combination,

referred to as Indigenous, Interactional Research, was designed to maximize

interction between the researcher and a practitioner in analyzing educational

experiences.

In a field test of t:Ils process, groups of adult learners were videotaped

in individualized provammed instruction, group process
instruction, and a

combination of the two. Inductive and deductive interactional analysis of the

taped data resulted in the generation of decision and conclusion oriented

hypotheses.

The primary advantages of Indigenous, Interactional Research would seem

to be:

I. Such research is capable of producing indigenous educational

hypotheses generated through inductive and deductive inter-

action between researchers and practitioners in relation to

naturalistic educatioeal data.

2. Hypotheses generated by this process would seem to be parti-

cularly valuable in understanding, controlling, and predicting

educational practice.

3. Hypotheses produced by this kind of research can be used by

practitioners in program planning (Coladarci and Getzels, 1955).

4. Causal explanations can be inferred from analyzing the type of

non-experimental data dealt with In this typt of research

through the use of path analysis (Wittrock, 1969).

Indigenous, Interactional Research, as described in this paper, cannot

Mr expected to completely close the gap
between basic research and educa-

tional practice. $y Supplementing other types of basic and applied research,

however, It can provide a way to minimize that gap.
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FURY, N, CAREN, L., MCCOTCHEON,
G. and KYLE, D. What Happens in Smaller

Classes: A Summary Report of a Field Study. San Francisco: Far

West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1980.

Following upon previous research on
class size, including a meta-

analysis of such studies commissioned by the project to Smith and Glass

(1979), this study was conducted to investigate the
application of con-

cepts revealed in the meta-analysis to an explanation of class-size ef-

fects.

Two sites were operationalized,
one in Virginia and a second In

California, each consisting of two second-grade classes. Teachers and

principals collaborated with
researchers to assign some students random.

ly from each.of the two
classes to a third class,

thereby reducing class

sIze in the original classes from 20 to 13 In
Virginia and from 35 to

22 in California. Data collection consisted of naturalistic observation

by nonparticipant observers,
predefined quantitative

cbservation related

to specific categories of behavior, teacher
journals, and interviews be-

tween teachers and researchers.

Collaboration of teachers consisted
primarily of (1) assignment of

student sample to reduced classes, (2) participation in data collection

through keeping journals and giving interviews, end (3) informal dis-

cussions and meetings between
teachers and researchers concerning the

research during data collection. In addition, researchers
made extra

resources and assistance available to teachers.

Analysis and reporting was
accomplished by the researchers. In-

dividual case studies were
prepared for each of the classes. An across

cases analysis revealed four areas wherein general patterns prevailed:

1. Classroom management seemed
easier and was more effective when

class-size wai reduced.
Classes seemed to function more Smooth-

ly with reduced size, and fewer discipline
problems were re-

ported by teachers.
Student attention rates were higher, and

students were reported to be absent less often in the smaller

classe3.

2. Although teachers were
required to teach a prescribed curri-

culum at both sites, some
variation in implementation occurred.

These varied across the teachers.
Variations included divert-

ing time from whole group to small group instruction; complet-

ing prescribed work more
quickly; adding curriculum enrichment

activities, or spending time
in-depth with lessons; and more

time for informal interaction
between teacher and students.

3. Increased occurrences of some form offnavIdualtzatioe
of in-

struction were observed.
These ranged from increasing teach-

er's time with each student
during eatwork to increasing time

for informal interaction.
One teacher, In addition, supple-

mented group lessons with more
individualized assignments.

On

the other hand, smell groups
which had been s feature of each

of these classes dfd not
change In structure or size.
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4. Teachers' perteptiens were that
Smaller class-size was more

favorable. 'They cited the above three reasons, and in addi-

tion commented that they were more relaxed and felt better

about what they were doing,
particularly with having more

time to spend with each child.
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HORD, S. N. Working Together: Cooperation or CollaboratIo01 Austin,

TX: Research and Development Center for Teacher Education,
February, 1981.

In this paper, the author liolds the premise that collaboration
and cooperation, as descriptions of operational processes between either

individuals or organizations ere distinctly different. Each mode re-

quires different kinds of input and each yields different sorts of

return. Given the premise, questions to be asked are: how are

they different; what requirements can be expected when using each
model; what are the subsequent rewards; and, not to be overlooked,
what is the value in distinguishing between them?

This paper briefly addresses these questions. The basic Issue

of whether or not collaboration is different from cooperation was
confronted as the result of the analysis and synthesis of events in a

case study on the *collaborative proce,a." Because of different

connotations people attributed to the words, expectations of what
they meant as operitional processes varied greatly within the same

"collaborative project." Some people used the terms interchangeably,
while others attributed very different qualities to the processes.
Overall, while the participants' opinions were that the project had
failed as a collaborative effort, they conceded that cooperation had

occurred.

The case study supports the author's assumption that the success
of a collaborative ienture depends to a great extent on its clear

definition of exPectatfons by all parties Involved, and a consequent

agreement of the goal to be shared which will direct the process
to its mutual conclusion. Without these two elements, true collabora-

tion will not occur other than a fluke. Collaboration is not possible

without cooperation, but the inverse it nOt true. Collaboration re-

quires a great deal more, but Ideally. Its product yields more.
Cooperation is possible with lesser effort because it does not re-
quire shared goals, although it also can be done more smoothly when .

expectations are clear. Collaboration and cooperation are both valued

models, each serving a unique purpose, but in order to choose the

appropriate model for the situation, thei; differences and their re-

quirements must be understood. This paper offers a beginning to that

understanding, and offers also a "rough draft" of models for employ-

ing either the cooperative or collaborative process.

lAuthor's introduction.
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MKT, Kenneth R. Dimensions of Professional Development in Collabor-

-ative Iniuirx: Perceptions of a TotaT School Faculty. San Fran-

cisco: Far west Laboratory for Educational Research and. Develop-

went; 1,80.

The author reports the results of his inquiry into perceptions
of eleven elementary school teachers at a single school, their princi-

pal, and community coordinator in terms of their parttcipation in col-
laborative inquiry (for a report of the actual inquiry conducted, see

Mitmen et al., I'll, and Mergendoller, 1981).

TWO entire School faculty participated with researchers from the

Far Vest laboratory for Educational Research and Development in col-
laborative research the objective of which was to inquire concurrently

into all of the classrooms of a single elementary school in order to
develop propositions for whole-School effects on students outcomes.
The author interviewed the participants in an open.ended format to de-

termine the effects of collaborative inquiry on their own instruction
as well as their perceptions of research in general.

i general theme running through the findings is that school par-
ticipents considered the experience to be among the wost valid staff

development experiences they had encountered. This was reported to

the author in an unsolicited manner. In addition, four characteristics
emerged as being present and necessary for the conduct of whole-school
collaborative inquiry of the sort investigated:

I. Researchers must be perceived aS being nonthreatening, warm,
easy-going, and approachable. As well, they must be per-

ceived to be and demonstrate Competence in understanding in-

struction and talking with teachers about their cwn class-

roomi. In addition, it is important that researchers who
would collaborate with teachers oe organized, follow through,
and deliver on promises. Finally, researchers must be pre-

pared to conduct their inquiry under prevailing conditions,

and not alter these artificially.

2. Observations of teachers' instruction must be fed back to

teachers within a relatively short time following the obser-
rotfon If the intent iS to alter instruction. In particular,

narrative descriptions of teachers' instruction are helpful
since they provide an opportu;nity for teacher to review utat
has occurred during instruction, frequently discovering facets
of their instruction that they are unable to observe during

the act of inst-ucting. Feedback need not be formal and tied

to prescription of what-to-do-next. The opportunity to talk

with someone aimut their instruction appears to be as effec-

tive as formal feedback devices.

3. Inquiry must be carried out in a way that is consonnant with
what is known about effective adult development. Among these

characteris'cics are involvement of teachers in central de-
cision-making roles in the inquiry; accommodating individual
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differences among teachers; providing experiences which de-
monstrate, experiment, and feedback information about in-
struction; and providing all of the above in an unobtrusive,

ongoing fashion across a sequenced, approriate length of

time.

4. Inquiry must be carried out in a way that is -onsonant with

psychological growth theory. In particular, accommodation

of four ingredients must be present: (I) a balance between

action and reflection, allowing teachers time to assimilate
what emerges from inquiry into their own classrooms; (2) fre-
quent formm of challenge to provide cognitive dissonance so
that teachers are confronted with their own beliefs about
teaching; (3) personal support over time, so that utile (I)
and (2) are occurring, teachers do not feel abandoned but

supported and encouraged to experiment and try new things;
end (e) opportunities for role taking, or assuming distinct-

ly new responsibilities, such as performing data analysis

for their own and others' instructional protocols.
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RULING, Leslie L. The Effects en Teachers of Particlution in an Interactive

Research and Dc-eTopment Project. Unpublished d ssertation, Texas Tech
Au9ust,-1961; and papem presented at Annual Meeting of the

American Educational Research Association, Mew York City, 1982.

Dosed on the premise that teachers do not use research findings and
practices in their teaching, nor do they look to research as a means pf salv-
ing educational problems, Ruling proposed to:

1. determine whether participation in an !RAD project results in a
significant chew of concerns of teachers about the use of research
findings and practices in their teaching; and

2. detenaine whether Participation in an 1510 project results in teach-
ers acquiring skills, interests, and attitudes which will likely pro-
mote their future use of research findings and practices in teaching.

This study employed a pretest-posttest control group design, with 13
teachers in the treatment group and 18 teachers in the control group. Sub-

jects in the treatment group were participants in an litaD project sponsored
by the local Teacher Corps project and were provided with approximately ID
hiurs of initial training in general research practices and procedures and in
the essential features of 1510. They were then divided into 6 teams based

upon their research interests end team member preferences. Each team consis-

ted of one to three teachers, one university professor who served as the re-
searcher, and one person from the Teacher Corps staff who served as the staff

developer. Each team was charged with the responsibility of identifying a
research question conducting a research project using appropriate methodology
end design, and collaboratively planning s means to disseminate fts research

findings.

Data were Mothered through three questionnaires (Stages of Concern About

the Innovation; Research -Teaching-Developeent Skills; Professional Develop-
ment) as well as open-ended statements of concern. An analysis of covariance

was performed on the questionnaire data; and the open-ended statements were
analyzed using criteria outlined in A Manual for Assessing Open-ended State-

ments of Concern About the Innovation. In addition, informal interviews were

conducted for the purpose or Tontitying teachers' attitudes about the use of

research findings and practices in teaching.,

lased upon the analyses and the formal interviews, the following conclu-

sions were made:

I. Teachers who participated in an litiD project did demonstrate sig-
nificantly greater changes in concerns about the use of research
findings and practices in teaching than those who did not parti-

cipate in an IRO project.

2. Teachers who participated in an litiD project did demonstrate sig-
nificantly higher research-teaching-development Skills than those

who did not participate in an litaD project.
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3. Teachers who participated in an 11110 project did not demonstrate
significantly higher interest in professional development than

those who did not participate in an 1140 project.

4. Teachers who participated in an 1510 project did demonstrate a

positive attitude about the use of research findings and practices
in teaching.

The implications from this study include the following:

I. The integration of the IRO process into more traditional programs

of staff development may increase the effectiveness of staff deve-

lopment by providing teachers with opportunities to develop research

skills.

2. The additicm of a graduate level courseysing the 1140 process in

the course inventory of the university play be an additional means
of addressing the research needs of public school practitioners and

university research personnel.

3. The amount of field.bastd research Conducted in the future suy be

increased by the continuation of an IRO project, in that such a

project provides university research Personnel with more ready

access to public school settings in which to conduct field-based

research.

4. The working relationship of university and public school personnel

may be enhanced through the continuation of an 1140 project in which

persons from both institutions work together to study questions of

mutual concern.
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JACULLO-NOTO, Joann. Inslde/Outside .... Who are the Experts? Collaborative

Staff Developeent !Weis. 7aper presented for the National Institute

f Education, November, 1981.

This paper addrcsses the practical issues in designing collaborative

models of staff development programs. The issues are:

o kto should be involved in a staff devel3psent program,

o Now are teacher concerns determined in a staff_development program?

O Is staff development professional or personal development?

Now can xternal assistance be used effectively?

o Itat art the positive effects of collaboration?

In line with these issues, Jacullo-Noto presents a review of the liter-

ature, as well as past and current research and draws the following conclusions:

1. Staff developeent needs to begin from the teacher's perspective.

2, Teachers need to participate from the needs assessment stage on

through the process to evaluation.

3, Teachers need continued support, rewards, and the materials to

bring about improvements in teaching and learning.

4. Teachers need to be made aware of their increasing competence
as the staff development experience proceeds -- it is essential.

S. For successful staff development, It Is essential how one bal-
ances the expertise of teachers and administrators Inside the
district with that of external assistance agents.

6. Assessing and then tapping the.strengths of the district is the

first step to sorting out what external help is needed, thus
allowing the district to engage external assistance agents in

a collaborative and prodUctive manner.

7. Knowing the teachers' needs from their con voices gives the

district a powerful base from which to enter a collaborative

arrangement. These arrangements require frameworks and guide-

lines developed by the participants.
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LIEBERMAN, A. Report of Proceedings of Seminar on Adaptations of Interactive

Research and Development on reaching. New -fork, RT: Teachers College,

toiumbia University, 1919.

This paper includes the history and background of Interactive Research
and Development on Teaching (IRSDT) and the circumstances under which the need
for, a discussion and exploration of the adaptation of the strategy arose.

It further describes the procedures and substance of a two-day seminar

at which problems and possibilities for the use of the TROT strategy were

discussed. Participants included a university professor, an associate super-
intendent of an urban district, a teacher association leader in a rural set-

ting and an Associate Dean for Field Services.

The paper drtws together recurrent themes addressed by the participants
which appear to be considerations to be attended to in various adaptations of

the strategy. rie recurrent themes were regional differences, coaextual

differences, rol.t adaptations, differences of purpose, reward structures, and

extension of IRAOT.

Lieberman concludes this paper with specific recommendations:

1. 1118DT teame'be extended to include other contexts in addition to

those in the original study.

-2. Roles other than teacher be studied to extend the ad interaction

(e.g., supervisors, teacher trainers, principals).

3. Commitments of the cooperating institutions be made explicit (sub-

stitute time, course credits, services, tenured.professors, etc.).

4. Initiating institutions show soft evidence of experience with col-

laboration.

5. The roles of researcher and trainer/developer be extended to include

a larger pool (e.g., graduate students as researchers, supervisors

as developers).

6. -Communication of intra-school and Inter-institutional linkages be

clarified (e.g., regular meetings, newsletteis).

7. Purposes for conducting IRSDT be clear (e.g., school improvement',

new knowledge, new roles, etc.).

8. Some effort be made to protect IRSDT from being usurpzd by other

institutional demands (e.g., programs, mandates).

9. Provisions be made for technical assistance during all phases of

!ROT.

10. Provisions be made for advisory panel to review and to communicate

with !Rai team at regular intervals.
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II. No less than two team members per site be selected to avoid

isolation.

12. Orieetation to MDT be given more time (up to 5 days).

13. Previsions for initiation of IUD1 be considered in light of

school calendar (avoid September "start up").

14. Where possible, interactiviness be extended between IRSDT teams.
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LITTLE, Judith W. School Success and Staff Development in Urban De-
segregated Schools: 'A Summary of Recently Cotipleted Research.
Paper presented at the Annuaf-Neeting of the American eoucatfonal
Research Association, Los Angeles, California, 1901.

Collaborative research to examine the nature4 role, and impact for
staff development in an urban desegregated iChool district is the focus
for this research. Outcomes of findings are aimed at improvement of4
educational practice and prospects for educational equity. Major ques-
tions for inquiry were genersted from the first year's experience of'
the Department of Staff Development in the school district and focused
on issues of relevance, e.o., practical relevance (accommodating teach-
ers' and admiTill5IRT:s' concerns), theoretical and policy relevance
(achieving increased equity), and social/strategic relevance; and mode,
e.g., recognizing effects of the school as an organizational setting
upon staff development 55 change vehicle and to inform teachers' aAd
administrators' concerns for improvement. Thus, the research attempted
to gather ethnographic data limed at (1) producing descriptive accounts
in order to lead to theoretical speculation and practical reform, (2)'
forming characteristic diiensions of school setting and staff develop-
ment to serve as a framework for further inquiry, and (3) elaborate
and refine a matrix,of central questiens to guide subsequent research
and practice.

i

Three pairs of schools and their faculty serv d as the sample.
One elementary school and one secondary school wer selected that fit
each of three patterns: "high success" and "high nvolvement' with
relation to achievement and staff development; "high success, low in-
volvement:" and "low succeis, high involvement."

.

u ,

Collaboration involved several levels of school district personnel.
Department of Siaffilevelopment helped to formulate the questions.
Principals at each of the schools assisted with eliciting participation
of the faculty and participate in being interviewed and observed during
classroom instruction end during staff development meetings.

Data collection consisted of interviews with 1illiembers of the
school district's central administration, 105 teachers, and 14 admini-
strators in six schools; observations in the classrooms of SO teachers,
in six staff development sessions (as Well as in hallways, lunchrooms,
faculty meetings, etc.). Analysis and interpretation of data and re-
porting of findings was accomplished by the researchers.

In addition to six case studies, an ecross-casis analysis revealed
45 propositions that hypothesize features of work relations in schools,
and 26 propositions that center on the design, conduct and influence of
staff development programs. Summarized, these are:

1. The school as a workplace reveals characteristics conducive
to influential staff development. In particular, two norms
appear critical to school success and bear upon the role and
influence of staff-development: (I) expectations of colle-

giality, wherein teachers perceive that work is shared and
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spirit of closeness exists; nd (2) expectations for con-

tinuous improvement, wMerein continued connections between

teaching and learoing art pursued and operationalized.

2. Staff develoosent progress art most influential when they

possess four characteristfts: (1) thei are-collaboritfvely

planned by teachers and itaff developers; (2) they are par-
ticipated in collectively by a faculty (or groups wfthfn the

faculty); (3) Ohen the focus is upon relevance leadfng to
foprovement of practicet and (4) when they allow for frequent
opportunities for applfcatfon of new practices learned, and

when these can be cast fn a contfnuum of progression toward

fncreased competence.
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MERGENDOILER, John R. MUtual Inquir : The Role of Collaborative Re-
search on Teachin9 n nom- aseo Staff Development. A paper -

presented at the Annual Meeting of the American-Educational Re-
search Association, Los Angeles, California, 1981.

Thfs paper reflects on the two-year experience of a research term
from the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
collaborating wfth an entfre elementary school faculty in the conduct'
of fnstructfonal research. Purposes of the research re descrfbed fn
Nitman et al. (1961) and an evaluation of the process fn terms of fts
effect on the faculty fs described fn Hovey (1980).

Collaboratfve research fs deffned by the author as 'research con-
ducted fnsfde the classroom by two or more individuals with dffferent
role orfentatfons and professional concerns. In fts most basfc form,
[ft] fnvolves the mutual fnqufry of's researcher and a teacher into
educatfonal problems of interest to both." In thfs research, eleven

elementary school teachers at a sfngle school each identified problems
of concern to thefr teaching, and researchers collected ethnographfc
data durfng instuction fn thefr classes to develop data for analysis.

Thus, collaboration of teachers fncluded identification of the ques-
tions, collectfng data (fn terms of dictated reflections and participa-
tion fn interviews), and usfng data fn both narratfve and reduced,form

to make decisions about adjustfng fnstructfon, particularly wfth regard
to alleviating problems which led to thefr initial concerns.

The requirements for thfs sort of collaboration, ccording to the
uthor, are:

1. Parity must be established and maintained between/aeong teach-

ers and researchers. Parity fs desfgned as 'the establishment
of mutual respect . . . when no set of professfonal capabflftfes
[among teachers and/or researchers] is thought to be superfor
to those held by other members of the research team, parity has
been established.

2. Recfprocal relatfonshfps must be established and maintained.
Such relatfonships demonstrate a natural give-and-take. or as
Wesster staies, there fs 'a mutual exchange of privileges in

such relatfonships." Recfprocfty occurs more frequently when

each member of a research team has something valued to share

wfth others. Examples cfted ranged from aisisting wfth instruc-
tfon at tfmes, to provfdfng fnsfghts about narratfve descrfp-
tfons which frequently led to suggestfons for how to adjust fn-

structfon to achfeve what teacher desired.

3. A common language which both teachers and researchers can use

must be established. Because researchers 'talk funny' and
teachers often use educatfonal terms colloquially, a team of
teachers and researchers must establfsh a language they both

understand. The author refers to thfs as a consensual lexicon. '
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MILLER. D. B. Roles 0 naturalistic observation in comparative psychology..

American Psychologist, March, 1977.

Comparative psychology is replete with laboratory Investigations of

animal behavior to the conspicuous exclusionn of naturalistic observations.

In this paper, five roles, with corresponding examples, are considered by

*kith systematic, quantified field research can augment controlled labor-

atoey experimentation in terms of increasing the validity of the design,

execution, and interpretation of laboratory studies.

The roles include:

I. StudYing nature for its own sake.

2. Using niture even initial starting point from which to
develop a subsequent program of laboratory research.

3. Using nature to validate or add substance to previously

obtained laboratory findings.

41. Obtaining from nature Information pertaining to species
variables that will subsequently increase the efficient
utilization of animels in the laboratory.

5. Using the field as a naturalistic 'laboratory" to test
some hypothesis or theoretical concept.

Killer concludes by saying that experience is a-key factor in effective-

ly studying animals in the field. The more experience an investigator has.

the more likely ht/she fs to avert or at least cope with various methodolog-

ical concerns, practical drawbacks, and inconveniences, many of which are

unique to naturalistic research (e.g.. . . .havinq to settle for relatively

smell sagPle sizes and lack of certtin control groups; . . .having one's

schedule run entirely by the animals, instead of vica versa; . . .mfnfmfzing

one's own interference with nature by constructing a 'blind"; racking frequent

reliability checks for inter- and Intraobserver agreement; and generaly.

always being prepared for the unexpected!).
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NEIMAN, A. L., MERGENDOLLER, J. R., WARD, B. A., TIKUNOFF, W. J. Verification

Inquiry, Volume VIEcolosical Case Studies of Classroom InstWEETW-----
ln a succcesstui Schooi. Ian Francisco, EA: Tar West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development, 1981. EPSSP-81-15.

This volume is one in a series of reports of a multi-faceted study

which examined and described the successful schooling practices at a single
elementary school in the San Francisco Bay Area. The goal of the Ecological
Perspectives for Successful Schooling Practices Project is to analyze school
settings where successful instruction and educational practices are occurring
and describe these setting so that they my be Implemented by other educational

Practitioners. In addition, the EPSSP project seeks to work in collaboration

with school people to improve students' educational experiences and make
less successful schools more successful.

The Verification Inquiry, overall, sought to answer five sets of questions.

In this Volume, Navin reports the findings which focused on the question:
When Instructional events are studied from the ecological perspectives, what

relationships appear to produce more successful outcomes for students.

The sample for this study consisted of 10 teachers and their 219 Students.
Two target students were observed in five of the classrooms and four target
Students were observed in each of the five remaining classrooms. The data

set consisted of classroom obServations, teacher reports, teacher interviews,

and student interviews. The classroom observation data set consisted of

narrative, descriptive protocols. The teacher reports consisted of self-reports
by five of the participating teachers on the instructional events that were

observed. Teachers were gfven a list of questions and asked to respond to
these questions on their own w9le talking into an audio-cassette recorder.
In addition to these self-reports, teachers were also asked to report their

impressions of all of their currently enrolled students at the beginning of

the school year. For the five participating teachers who did not record their

own reports, investigators interviewed these teachers before and after the

observed events. These interviews asked the teacher to describe the activities

that were planned for the period and to comment on the skills students would

be required to use and how they expected the class to perform (pre-event
interview). In the post-event interviews, teachers were asked to given'their

impressions of how the activities had gone and how particular students had

performed. The,student interviews were conducted with the target students.

In half the classes interviews focused on gathering student perceptions about

classroom organization. In the remaining classes, the interviews focused on
gathering student Perceptions about the event and their own performance.

Before detailed case studies are presented, Mitmen provides a summary
and conclusions section comparing the findings of this study with that of

other researchers (Bossert, Doyle. Good, Berliner, Stallings, Jackson, *hen).

TO
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STALEY. Frederick. An ethnographic pilot Study to investigate process-

centered teaching. In Cahen, Leonard S. and Altman, Leslie, Eds.

Practices Tempe, Ariz.: Col-

1------rrtritersyorzoegeof.a010.
The objectives of this study were (1) to determine where, when,

end how basic skills instruction occurred in a process-centered class-

rem, (2) to acquire baseline data of this procedure forpotential use

in staff development, (3) to collect bservational data for potential

use by ether researchers, and (4) to generate hypotheses for further

study. The two teachers who were the subjects of this stOdy team-taught

in a second grade classroom.
According to previous reports, they had

been highly successful in teaching basic skills, but because basic skills

instruction Is integrated with all other instruction a basic tenet of

the process-centered approach -- the teachers did not know when during

a school day and how basic skills instruction took place.

This study derived from a set of studies undertaken by the School-

ing Practices Laboratory at the College of Et cation, University of

Arizona to engage professors and teachers in collaborative research

as a way of bridging and strengthening
relationships among members of

tht local educational cawmunity.

The two teachers and their students served as subjects. Data col-

lection consisted of (1) six days of nonparticipant observation over a

two-week period, wIth observers dictatici their field notes for later

transcription; and (2) two days of videotaping classroom Interactions.

Analysis was accceplished by the unversity researchers and one of the

two teachers.

While the findings were inconclusive with regard to where, when,

and how basic skills were taught within this process-cercred approach
(the research team recognizes that this Is the next step, since the

research methods employed did not provide appropriate data for answer-

ing their question), the study revealed eight conditions under which

ft Is possible for basic skills learning to result in a process-cen-

tered approach. These are:

1. Teachers use a variety of methods in appropriate ways at ap-

propriate times.

2. That which is being taught is taught through the use of mean-

ingful and purposeful contexts rather than in isolation of

children's real lffe Interests and activities.

3. Teachers provide direct learning experiences with process

skills of thiMang and interacting with other individuals.

4. The teachers are able to establish a clfmete of trust, warmth,

respect and caring among all members of the classroom.

S. The teachers are aware of and have concern for meeting indi-

vidual needs of children.
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6. There is a consistent push or pressere by the teachers to man-
age time so that learning is always occurring and the quality

of this learning Is as high as possible.

7. Teachers are able to create of modify curricular activities

to meet the needs of their classroom and their students.

6. Teachers have a personal and professional commitment to help
one another, to share freely of their ideas and to work extra

hours if necessary.
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TIKUNOFF, W. J., WARD. . A. and GRIFFIN, G. A. Interactive Research and

Development on Teaching, Final Report. San Francisco, CA: Far West

Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, 1979. IRADT #79-II.

Interactive Research and
Development on Teaching (Rag) was proposed by

Ward and Tikunoff in 1975 as an
alternative educational rid strategy. The

basis fer this recommendation
built fron demonstrated inadequacies

of the

characteristics and outcomes of the
commonly-used linear rid strategy.

The National Institute of
Education funded an investigation

of the im-

plementation of the IIIDT strategy in 1975. The purpose of this investi-

g4tioa was to:

1. investigate sad understand the process of implementing !RAPT in

order to identify and describe
the requirements and character-

istics for 'successful" use of the strategy;

2. determine whether the rid outcomes
that result from an IRADT

approach provide important and useful new information, procedures,

and processes to the field of educaticm while successfully

achieving (maintaining) cowmonly
eccepted rid standards; and

3.
emigrant* what changes, if any, in persons and institutions might

result from participation in IRIDT.

The uederlining principles
of the IRIIDT strategy places teachers, resear-

cherS, and trainer/developers
together to inquire as a team into those ques-

tions. problems, and concerns of classroom teachers.
An IIIDT team is charged

with the task of conducting research and concurrently
attending to the develop-

ment of training based both on
their research findings and the research methods

and procedures employed in their study. Decisions art made collaboratively.

In this study, the IRADT
strategy was implemented at two

sites--one in an

e rben setting In
California, the other in a rural setting in Vermont. The

settings were selected purposely
in order to observe I5I101 ieplemenietion

under diverse circumstances.

The California site was located in the San Diego Unified School District,

end ceesisted of four teachers,
one researcher, and one trainer/developer, all

e n the school district staff. The teem focused Its research on the strategies

and techiques which classroom
teachers use to cope with

distractions to class-

room instruction end the
effectiveness of these techniques. The data set in-

cluded quantitative coding of occurrences of distractions and coping strategies,

narrative descriptions of
teacher-student interactions, and other relevant con-

text inforiation for each classroom.

The Vermont site included two ceoperatieg Imstitutions--the
University of

Vermmat eed the Uftderhill
Independent School District. This team included

three teachers, one researcher, and two trafner/develepers. The team focused

its research en the relationships
betmein the mood of the teacher and the

teacher's classroom suPPortive
instructional behavior and the nature of

these reletionships. The data set included rirrative
descriptions of what

occurred in each classroom during the reading lesson and each teacher's most

difficult time of the day, teacher
ratings of a mood adjective checklist,

Ti
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and observer-teacher interviews.

Six notable findings emerged from this implementation study. These

ere as follows:

I. The characteristics, skills, and previous experience of participants

Wear to effect the degree to which TROT is implemented with high

occurrence of/congruence with the essential features of the strate9Y.

The presence of these features, in turn,
is related to the rigor and

usefulness of the rid outcomes.

2. Commitment to educational rid and previous involvement in such efforts

by the participating
institutions also influences the conduct of MDT.

3. Orientation to IRADT is important. It should bwe designed to fit the

needs and context of the participating people and institutions. If

the required participants skills do not exist, training in these

skills should be included.

4. Technical assistance should be available throughout an MDT effort.

S. The typical time loge bctween
research and development can be re-

duced with the IRIDT strategy.

6. IRADT implementation can be cost-effective.

Based on the overall findings 4nd the
information obtained in the IRIDT

implementation study, the following
recommendations are made:

1. The IRADT strategy shoull be used
for conducting a portion of the

educational rid effort at the
national. state, 4nd local education

levels. The ;mere the rid outcomes are
intended to result in im-

provements in education that are to be used in classrooms by teachers,

the more important the use of the strategy becomes.

2. Site 4nd participant selection
and/or training of participants prior

to initiating IRADT efforts are
important antecedents to enactment

of MDT in 4n 'ideal' form. This is particularly important
because

Ideal conduct of MDT fs necessary
for achievement of rid outcomes

that are more rigorous and more
useful than 'typical' educational rid

products.

3. Some form of external review and
assistance is recommended for all

IRADT efforts.

4. Changes in resource allocations
(funding/budgetary policies) of

federal, state, and local educational
agencies will be necessarY

fn order to utilizae IRADT extensively.

5. IRADT should be impleeented and
studied in settings with participants

other than those involved in the original implementation.
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TIKUNOFF, William J. and FISHER. C. W., WARD, I. A., ARHEHDARIZ, J. C., GEE,
E., PHILLIPS. Pl., VERNAllA, H., SAXER, C.. IOOTHROYD, M., VAZQUEZ, J. A.,
ROMERO, N., IILLEGAS, A.. LUH, J., GUTHRIE, L., MACIAS, A. Teacher per.

ceptions of the successful bilingual classroom. In Preliminary.Analysis
of the Data for Part I of the SBIF Study. San Francisco: Far West Lab-
oratory for Educational Research and Development. 1981.

This study 1$ part of a large, field-based study of significant bilingual
instructional features and their consequences for no or limited English-lan-

guage proficient studnets. The study currently is into its second phase and
is being conducted at eight national sites, each inquiring into a different
thnolfnqufstfc population of students at the elementary school level. Among
the various dote sets constructed for the 58 classroom which participated in
?art I of the study were narrative descriptions of teachers as they interacted
with students during instruction. These protocols were constructed from field
notes dictated by nonparticipant observers over two full days of instruction.
Setting protocols depicting classroom activities and atmosphere In general

also were included In this analysis, and these were produced over another two
days.

Questions raiding this analysis were: (1) What features of bilingual
instruction do practicing bilingual teachers of the SBIF sample identify as
being significant in their own instruction? in the instruction of others in

the teacher sample? (2) What are the perceived consequences for LEPs of sig-
nificant bilingual Instructional features identified by teacheri of the SBIF
sample? (3) What Is the frequency with which instructional features idanti -
fled by the SIIF sample teachers as being significant were observed to have
occurred during instruction when data were collected?

The samPle consisted of 58 bilinral teachers who wert nominated at
their respective sites as being among the most successful bilingual instruc-
tors at their site. Of these, 43 were able to accept the invitation to par-
ticipate In analysis of their classroom data. Data analysis took place fol-

lowing the-close of school In Summer 1981 at each of sIx sites. Teachers

first read their own protocols, Identifying the labeling those instructional
features they deemed to be significant in terms of producing Positive conse-
quences for their LEPs. Then, they scored two sets of other teachers' proto-
cols selected anonymously at their site. For these, they noted when feature1/

consequences were similar and when they were different. The entire set of

analyses then were returned to the research team, which conducted a constant
comparative analysis across the entire set, deriving a set of 70 categories

from the teachers' language. These were further assigned to eight thematic
groups. FInelly, a subset of the research team conducted a second analysis
across the protocols of all 58 classrooms to determine the frequency with
which the nominated features were observed to have occurred in the classrooms
of the sample.

Analysis revealed that teachers identified as significant for bilingual
instruction features which fall into three general 9roups:

1. Those features ascribed generally to effective instruction of
basic skills. These are divided into five categories: (a)

teacher maintains goal -oriented, business-like atmosphere,
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(b) teacher clearly presents 'information and communication, (c)

classroom is managed effectively to obtain and maintain stu-

dents' engagement in tasks, (d) students' work is monitored and

appropriate adjustments made to ensure progress toward achieving

success, and (e) students receive frequent feedback such that

they know when they have achieved success or they know what they

must do to achieve success.
These constituted 79 percent of the

nominations.1

2. Language development techniques
received the next highest number

of nominations (17 percent).
These focused on both formal develop-

ment of students' language, i.e., lessons allocated to language

development, and Informal development of students' language, 1.e.,

strategies for developing language during another lesson focus

(such as Insisting on full sentences when responding). In addi-

tion, language development focused both on English-language pro-

ficiency, and on proficiency in the child's native language.

3. The third group concerns ethnolinguistIcally-relevant
procedures

and behaviors (4 percent). These were characterized by teachers

either as being In response to cultural cues initiated by students,

or making use of knowledge of the culture for delivering and/or

mediating instruction. (Because these frequently occurred during

instruction, only the most obvious were included in this group.

Thus, it is likely that further
analysis will reveal them in great-

er depth.)

I. It should be noted that instruction
across this sample of teachers was

delivered in English-only 65 percent of the time. The remainder of the

time, instruction was delivered in the child's native language
or bi-

lingually.
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VAN NOSTRAND. A.D.. PETTIGREW. J. A SHAW, R. Writing Instruction in the

Elementary Grades: Deriving a Nadel 3f Collaborative Research.

Providence, RI: Center for Atsearch in Writing. 1980. ERIC No.

ED 203 378

In this collaborative research
study naturalistic observations were used

to address three questions:

What is writing instruction in the elementary schools?

What forces directly influence this writing instruction?

Now can collaborative research
be used to defint effective

writing instruction?

The team consisted of 8 teachers
from grades 3 through 6 and who also

acted as non-participant observers in one another's
classroom; five other

non-participant observers who were teachers or researchers, or in some cases,

both; the principal investigator, a
consultatn from the Rhode Island Depart-

ment of Education, a project
coordinator, and four research assis".ants.

The primary sources of data included the observers' classroom notes

which were agumented by
information obtained from bi-weekly conferences.

The teachers provided data sources
as observers and observed, as respondents

to questionnaires, as authors
of writing assignments, and as diarists of

their own teaching. Additional data sources incldued the legislative and

administrative records which inform teaching procedures, instructional mater-

ials which the teachers used,
the students, and the students' writing samples.

On the basis of this study a
descriptive model of writing instruction

in grades 3-6 WM developed.
Through this model it is possible to describe

the activities that may occur in a writing lesson and
the factors that in-

fluence the selection of activities.
Of mejor ipportance to writing in-

struction is the teacher's
decision-making process and Interaction with

Students throughout the.lesson.
The decision-making process is recursive,

most likely because writing
itself is a recursive process.

Through this

model it was possible to
operationally define eft:ctive writing instruc-

tion in terms of the
decision-making process of the teacher and the nature

of the teacher-student
interactions during the lesson. A support system is

needed to guide teachers in this
recursive decision-making process.

The

model developed in this study my be useful in designing such a system,

but should be investigated further. In particular, future research should

be directed at further study of the instructional
activities in the model.
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